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TlJis manual supersedes FM 6-951 Service (if tIll! Piece,
24-0-mm Ilowitur M1918, 2 January 19401 including C 1,

. 21 JIf ay 1942 and C 21 31 August 1943.

SECTION I
GENERAL

1. PURPOSE AND SCOPE. This manual prescribes the
duties to be performed in the service of the piece
by the personnel normally assigned to one howitzer
or gun section of the firing battery and by other
firing battery personnel. Since the manual covers
both the 8-inch Gun M1 and 240-mm howitzer M1,
the term howitzer when not specifically limited
refers to either howitzer or gun.

2. REFERENCES. For military terms not defined in
this manual, see TM 20-205; for list of, training'
publications see FM 21-6; for training films, film
strips and film bulletins, see Fl\1 21-7; and for
training aids, see FIVI21-8.

3. DEFINITIONS AND TERMS. a. Section. Tables of Or-
ganization and Equipment prescribe that a sec-
tion of the firing battery comprises one piece; and
the additional materiel and the personnel to serve
the piece. The term section is also frequently used
in this manual in a restricted sense: to denote
only the prescribed personnel of the section.

b. Carriage load. The carriage load comprises the
howitzer carriage, spades, and accessories mount-
ed for travel on the carriage transport wagon.

c. Howitzer load. The howitzer load comprises the
howitzer, .cradle, recoil mechanism, and accesso-
ries mounted for travel on the cannon transport
wagon.
, d. Coupled. The howitzer load or carriage load is
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coupled when the drawbar of the transport wagon
is attached to a prime mover and all brake and
lighting connections are properly in place.

e. Uncoupled. The howitzer load or carriage load
is uncoupled when the drawbar of the transport
wagon is not attached to a prime mover.

f. Front. The front is the direction in which the
muzzle of the howitzer points when in firing posi-
tion. When the howitzer is being placed in or tak-
en out of position, front is in the direction of fire .

. When the loads are coupled, the front of a load
is the direction in which the drawbar points.
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SECTION II
ORGANIZATION

4. COMPOSITION. The personnel of a howitzer sec-
tion consists of:,

a. A chief of section.
• Ib: A howitzer squad (a gunner and nlne can-

noneers, numbered from 1 to 9).
c. An ammunition .squad (an ammunition cor-

poral and nine cannoneers, numbered from 10 to
18) .

d. An artillery mechanic.
e. Two drivers.

5. FORMATION. a. Order of formation. The- howitzer
section is formed at normal interval as in figure
1...J)rivers and higher numbered cannoneers, if
present, form to the left of the mechanic or as
directed by the chief of section.

b. To form. (1) The place of formation is indicated
in the commands given, for example, 1. IN

REAR OF THE PIECE, or 1. ON THE ROAD FACI1'\G

THE PARK, 2. FALL IN. The chief of section
shows the gunner where the right of the section is
to rest, takes position 2 paces in front of and fac-
ing the place where the center of the section is to
rest, and repeats the command, FALL IN. The
gunner hastens to the point where the right of the
section is to rest, facing in the proper direction.
Other members of the section move at the double

'. time and fall in at attention in their proper places.
(2) For the first formation of the howitzer sec-

tions for any drill or exercise, the caution, "As
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Figure 1. Formation of personnel
of howitzer section. \

.. howitter sections," precedes the first command.
(3) Either of the squads may be formed sep-

arately. In such cases, the chief of section shows "1

the gunner or ammunition corporal the place i,'

where his squad is to form, and the gunner or am- I'

munition corporal thus designated forms his
squad at the indicated point by the same com-
mands and in the same manner as outlined above.

c. To call off. (1) The command is: CALL OFF.
The cannoneers call off in order, starting with No.
1. The gunner, ammunition corporal, mechanic,
and drivers do not call off.

(2) After having called off, if a subsequent for-
mation is ordered, the members of the section fall
in at once in their proper places .
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SECTION III
POSTS-MOUNTING AND DISMOUNTING

6. POSTS OF HOWITZER SECTION. a. Transport wagons
coupled. The cannoneers of the howitzer section
are posted as in figure 2. All are 2 feet outside the
wheels and facing to the front.

b. Transport wagons uncoupled. The cannoneers of
the howitzer section are as shown in figure 3. All
are 2 feet outside the wheels and facing to the
front.
I c. Howitzer prepared for action. See Paragraph 49
and figure 41.

d. Howitzer secured (see par. 50). The _section is
formed as shown in figure 1, the chief of section
4 paces from the rear of the recoil pit.

7. TO POST HOWITZER SECTIONS. The sections, hav-
ing been marched to the vicinity of the pieces,
are posted at the command: SECTIONS TO THE

, RIGHT (REAR) OF YOUR PIECES. Each chief
of section marches his section to its piece and
posts it in the position indicated.

8. TO POST CANNONEERS. a. The commands are:
L CANNONEERS} 2. POSTS. Each chief of sec-
tion repeats the command: POSTS. The members
of the section leave ranks, if formed, and move at
the double time to their posts.

b. For preliminary instruction, the sections on
entering the park are first posted with their piec-
es, and the cannoneers are then sent to their posts
by the foregoing command. However, the command
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is general and is applicable when the cannoneers
are in or out of ranks, at a halt or marching, and
when the loads are coupled or uncoupled.i

c. At drill, all members of the section stand at
attention at their posts. In firing and combat, J
minor modifications of these posts may be re-
qui red for the more efficient performance of the
duties in the service of the piece and for protec-
tion of personnel. Higher numbered cannoneers,
if present, take. posts as prescribed by the chief
of section.

9. TO MOUNT CANNONEERS. a. In general, the
howitzer squad will be mounted on the carriage
prime',mover, and the ammunition squad on the

j

howitzer prime mover. In each squad personnel.
are seated in the body of the prime mover in the
order prescribed by the battery commander. The
chief of section is seated beside the driver of the
carriage load prime mover.

b. The commands are: 1. CANNONEERS} PREPARE

TO MOUNT} 2. MOUNT. At the first command, the
members of the section move at the double time
to positions on the ground, convenient for mount-
ing. At the second command, all mount and seat
themselves. If the chief of section and drivers are
to be included in the movement, the commands
are: 1. PREPARE TO MOUNT} 2. MOUNT.

c. If the commands are: 1. CANNONEERS} 2.
MOUNT, all personnel execute at the command
MOUNT all that has been prescribed for the com-
mands CANNONEERS PREPARE TO MOUNT and MOUNT.

If the chief of section and drivers are to be includ-
ed in this nl0vement the command is: MOUNT.

8
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10. TO DISMOUNT CANNONEERS. a. The commands
are: 1. CANNONEERS, PREPARE TO DISMOUNT, 2. DIS-
MOUNT. At the first command, the cannoneers.
assume positions from which they can dismount
properly; at the second command, they jump to
the ground and take their posts at the double time.
If the chief of section and drivers are to be includ-
ed in this movement, the commands are: 1. PRE-

PARE TO DISMOUNT, 2. DISMOUNT. .
b. If the commands are: 1. CANNONEERS, 2. DIS-

MOUNT, the cannoneers execute at the command
DISMOUNT all that has been prescribed for the com-
rnands CANNONEERS, PREPARE TO DISMOUNT, and DIS.

MOUNT. If the chief of section and drivers are to
be included in this movement, the command is:
DISMOUNT. .

i.'l.
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SECTION IV
UNCOUPLING AND COUPLING

11. UNCOUPLING. The command is: UNCOUPLE.
The cannoneers, if mounted, dismount and can-
noneers Nos. 1, 3, and 5 go to the right side of the
drawbar of the carriage wagon and Nos. 2 and 4
go to tlte left side. Nos. 1 and 2 close the air
valve, disengage the brake and lighting connec-
tions, and connect the brake lines to the dummy
couplings on the wagon. No. 1 unlatches the pin-
tIe. Under the supervision of the gunner, Nos. 1 to
4 disengage the drawbar and No.5 pulls the sup-
port bar forward so that the drawbar may be rest-
ed on it. When this has been completed, the gun-
ner signals the driver to drive on. The above op-
erations are repeated on the cannon wagon, with
cannoneers Nos. 11 to 15 working under the su-
pervision of the ammunition corporal.

12. COUPLING. The command is: COUPLE. Each
prime mover is maneuvered back toward its load
under the direction of the gunner (ammunition
corporal). Cannoneers Nos. 1 to 5 (11 to 15) raise
the drawbar and engage the lunette in the pintle
of the prime mover. No.5 (15) moves the sup-
port bar to its rear position. Nos. 1 and 2 (11 and
12) engage the brake and lighting connections
and open the air valve. The transport wagon
brakes are tested after coupling.

10
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SECTION V
TO PLACE HOWITZER IN FIRING POSITION

(CRANE METHOD)

13. TRUCK.MOUNTED CRANE M2.' a. General. One
truck-mounted crane is provided in each battery
to help dig the pits, place the howitzers in firing
Position, and replace the howitzers in traveling
position. The crane crew consists of a crane oper-
ator and a driver. The crane operator is respon-
sible for the crane, and all operations of emplacing

.o~ preparing the crane are under his direction,
subject to the supervision by the chief of seCtion
of the location of the crane for the emplacement.
The operations of digging the pit, emplacing the howitzer,
and replaci7?g the howitzer in traveling position are under
the 'direction of the chief of section.

b. Positions for crane truck. In different situations
the crane truck will have to occupy different po-
sitions with respect to the pit. Two satisfactory
Positions are shown in figure 4. Of these two, the
second shown has several advantages:

'(I) Less swinging of the boom is required in
handling the loads. . .

(2) The howitzer and cradle can be lowered
into the false cradle without lowering the boom.

(3) The weight of the front part of the truck
acts as a counterweight while the boom is at its
lowest position.

(4) The pit can be dug from the same approxi-
hlate position.

(5) It is possible, after raising the howitzer

11
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33 INCHES FROM LEFT FRONT
CORNER OF RECOIL PIT,ON
LINE BISECTING THE ANGLE
AT THE CORNER. .

.
j
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0)

. --(
REAR OUTRIGGERSOF
CHANE TRUCK IN LINE .
WITH EDGE OF LEFT SPADE
PIT

Figure 4. Alternate pOSItIOns of crane
truck for assembly of IlOwitzer,

or carriage load, to swing the load over the pit
without interference between the crane cab and'
the tire on the transport wagon.

If the pit is to be dug from the same position,
the right spade pit should be dug first. The crane
truck should then be moved forward 3 or 4 yards
to eliminate excessive booming operations during
the digging of the recoil and left spade pits. The
excavated dirt should be dropped outside the left
trail and to the rear of the forward edge of the

12
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.recoil pit. In this position, the .dirt pile will be be-
neath the camouflage net .
. c. Clamshell trailer M16. (1) The clamshell trailer

M16 transports the clamshell bucket and ten
planks, or mats, used with the truck-mounted
crane M2. During travel the trailer is coupled to
the crane truck; when uncoupled from the truck,
it is supported by front and rear legs. Chock
blocks are furnished with the trailer since there
are no brakes.

(2) The mats carried on the trailer furnish ad-
ditional flotation for the crane truck during lift-
ing operations or during travel over soft ground.
When used during lifting, four of the mats should
be placed beneath the floats of the crane tru'ck out-
riggers. The other six provide extra support for .
the. wheels. When used during travel over soft or
swampy ground, the mats are laid down along
the course the truck is to follow. Five mats pro-
vide a track for the right wheels and five for the
left. When laying the mats for tracks, be sure
that the rear end of each mat is placed beneath
the forward end of the mat behind it. Otherwise
.the rear ends of the mats will spring up and be
displaced by the rear wheels of the truck when
the front wheels of the truck rest on the front
ends of the mats.

14. CRANE OPERATIONS. a. The following opera-
tions normally are used for digging and in han-
dling materiel (see figs. 5 to 20 incl.) :
, (1) Swing motions. (a) The boom may be swung
to the left or to the right. (See figs. 7 and 8.)

13
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( b) The turntable may be locked to prevent
swing.

(c) Lateral motion of the boom may be prevent-
ed by the use of the auxiliary swing brake. (See
fig. 5.) Important. The auxiliary swing brake 7llu.rt be
applied when the carriage or the howitzer is lifted from
the transport wagonsJ to prevent the loads from drifting
and dama.qing the brackets on the transport wagons.

(2) Alain hoist. (a) The load may be lifted. (See
fig. 11.)

( b) The load may be lowered by slipping the
main hoist brake. (See fig. 12.)

(c) The load may be "backed down." This is a
. special' operation which permits extreme accuracy
in placing the load. (See fig. 13.) This method
should be used whenever the howitzer or carriage
loads are lowered.

(3) Boom hoist. (a) The boom may be raised. (See
fig. 9.) This operation raises the top of the boom
and moves the load in closer to the turntable.
, (b) The boom may be lowered. (See fig. 10.)
This operation lowers the top of the boom and
moves the load out to a greater radius from the
turntable.

(4) Clamshell. (a) The clamshell can be opened
in midair. (See fig. 14.) This operation is used in
dumping.

(b) The clamshell can be closed in midair. (This
is usually undesirable and should be avoided in
normal operation.) (See fig. 15.)

(c) The clamshell can be lowered either closed
or open. (See fig. 12.)

14



(d) The clamshell can be raised either closed or
open. (See fig. 11.)

(e) The clamshell can be closed on the ground
and raised. This is the operation used intaking a
bite. (See fig.. 15.)

(5) Precision boom lowering device. The precision
boom lowering device should be engaged when
lowering the boom; it should be disengaged when
backing down a load. The signal shown in figure
19 may be used for both engaging and disengaging
the device.

(6) Power lowering device. The load can be lower-
ed under power. (See fig. 20.)

(7) Alain clutch. During short periods of inact iv-
ity the main clutch should be disengaged, all
brakes set, and the engine idled. (See fig. 18.)

b. Certain of the above operations can be com-'
bined by an experienced operator. Principal among
these are raising or lowering the load by the hoist
at the same time that the boom is raised, lowered,
or swung laterally. Also, the boom may be raised
or lowered at the same time that it is swung. (See
fig. 17.)

15. CRANE HAND SIGNALS. The following signals
are to be used in directing the crane operator to
perform the operations listed in paragraph 14. Sig-
nals to the crane operator should .'f)e~given by one
man, and one mall only. Signals may be given by the
chief of section, or he may delegate this duty. All
~ignals illustrated are as seen by the crane or winch
operator.
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Figure 5. [,or!.: IIl/xilillry
swill!1 brllkl'. (1/ old I'ilhl'r
forl'ar", Ol/t a/,/,roxi",all'ly
15° fro", ,vl'rl/l'fll, fllld [lraJp
forear", wilh o/,posill' halll/.)

Fiyurf' 6. Slop. ( ..II'p/il'a"'I'
10 all o/,rrlltioIlJ, /'lIrli(l/-
IlIrly thoSl' illuslralrd ill
figures 7 to 17. S'/.t'illy ar"'J
IIrross ('lIrh olhrr horizoll-
tally ("vrrnl li",I'J.)
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Figurr 7. Boofll rig!tt.

(C//'lIr!t ri/!trr {ist with
/hulllh !,lIill/l'd ill dirrc/ioll

ill w!tir!t !Jllllm IJ /11 be
J'lUUIlf/. III II'v,' lis/ ill dir{'(/iull

/hufllh i.r I'llill/illf/. IJis/llllre
II! Jwilllj l.f ill,/irll/{,{! hy

1"lIg/!t IIi t!trust.)

Fir/ur/, S. UIIOfll /r!t. (I:'x-

"I'u/rd iJl fIIllJlllfT similar to

blilim rir/!tt.)
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Figllrf' 9. Buom liP. (C'/(,Ilrh

('ithrr lisl 'It.ith thumh !.oilllt'd
III', 11/u-l'(' li.1'! liP. IJisltl II fl'

houm is lu hi' rtli.u''/ iJ 11/-

diCllI('d hy /I'//!/Ih oj jiJt
mO'Z'l'1n(,lll.j

Figllrf' !O. Ho()m dO'lull.
(1:'x(,(III('d ill mllllll('r Jimi/tlr
10 huum liP.)
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-Figure 11. Ut/iJr lot/d.
rPoillt fo,.r fi "!/r,. liP tI l1d
1escribe sma/l cirrlrJ. DiJ-
lance load is to hI' lif/rd
'ndictl/rd by .rpeed of ro/t/-
'ion.)

~'i!/lIrr 12. 1,0'l.l.'r,. lot/d.
Ilold fo,.rt/rm.r fo,.'u)tlrd t/lld
'O(fI/r throllf/h .vrrtiot! ci,.-
'I{'J goil1f/ (io'l.o/ Oil illJidr.
JiJ/t/II{'(' 'Iot/,I iJ (0 hI' IO'l.t.-
'rrd, illdict//rd hy JiZf' of
'ire/f'.[. Sigllt/I mt/y hI' r'\"rc-
'(rd wi/h 0111' ht/lld ill COII-
l/lInioll with t/llo/h!',. .ri!/Ilt/!
';'1.11'11 'l./Ji/h a/hI''' ht/lld for t/
o ll1hillt'd opatltioll (Ut' fig.
7). )
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Figure 13. Hark dowlI load.
(/lo/d jorrarms /lrar chrst,
horizolltal alld parallel. Ro-
tatr IIrms sloru.ly. doru.'lI'1.card
FT/otiull /lr.\.t to body.)

Fi!}ure 14. () pnl bud'rt.
(/lold hallds to!}ethrr, plllms
up, alld thrll .r'1.vi/l!} !lfllld.r
uut alld up simullltill!} dr-
sired oprratioll. Burket may
lu' fifO/I'd sli!/htly f,)' rx('-
rutill!} si!/1l1l1 .l"lfi'1.::ly 1I11d
through .rhort arc.)
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'i!lurr 15. CloJr Imrkrl.
/{ old !lfIl1dJ oul (/11£1 Ihrll

'luil1!/ Ihrm ill (/11£1 dOWlI,

If/J/Jil1!1 Ihrm Jh(/,.ply. Ruck-

I 1II(/y hI' rloud J/ighlly by

"'('rulill!/ illromplrlr Ji!/lIal,
I/()vill!/ !lfllldJ lo!/r!hrr ollly
li!/!,Ily.)

'!llIrr /6. ProrNd to dill.
/{ old !/(/lIt!.r p(/lmJ £I 0 'l/J1I

lid rlf'lIl'!' jiJtJ Jf"1'rr(/1
'1/ I'J.)

21



Figure 17. Boolfl I"fl IIlld
1001.~'rrIOlld. (Tltis iJ II Jalflple
of II siglllli for II (o/llhincd
operation. /11 litis (IIU Ihe
righl Itand is Ji!lnldill!l for
lite load 10 be 10u'NI'd (fi!l.
12) alld tltc I,,!t Italld IS

sigllaling for the Iloom to
hI' S '/.1.: 1/11 [I left (Jig. 7).)

Fi!lU re IS. IJis e nga ge ifill III

clutelt. (1/ old arlfls J/rai[11t1
at a slight all!lle below
horizontal '/.;,;illt Olll' Italld
Itoldillg bad: of O/ItN I/(wd,
palms do'/.:.,'n.)
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1[11/1'(' }I), lJ s{' pr('(i J i 01/

"11/1 10'l.t'f'ril/!/ d("1.i(('. (Ri(/hl
"1/1 J/rfli[/hl, ('xln/,Ird 10

'fir fllld dO'l.t'l/ (fI!Joul /5°
'il/l Ihr '1'('rliud), fisl
('lIch('d. .1rill /J J'l.t'/Il/!/

'rollgh JllIflI! flrr 10 !('/I
'Id ri[1 hI.)

(1111'(' 20. l_o'I.JJf'r !ofld III/-

I' PO'Wf'r. (Riqhl jiJI rlo/rh-

drivil/!/ du".wll. Lr/t hfllld

'I'll, Ill'''' hurizrmlnlLy, /'f/11Il

fllld h('lo'l.u ri!/hl fisl.
0,/)(, fiJI 11/' fll/d dO'l.uII Jhorl

'1(/III'('-diJlfll/((' !Uf/eI iJ 10

10'l.wr{'d iJ illdi(f/IN! hy

I/fllIl'(' hf'l'l.w'rll ri[/hl jiJI

d /1'/1 l'fllllI. This is /or
',t'('ril/[/ 10flr! short diJ/f/I/(r
~Iy.)
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16. TO EXECUTE ACTION FRONT. a. The command
is: ACTION FRONT. At this command, the how'"
itzer is assembled and prepared for firing as in_
dicated in paragraph 17. '

. b. In the preliminary instruction of the how-
itzer sections and whenever conditions require
close supervision of the execution of the detailed
duties of individual cannoneers, assembly of the'
howitzer by crane method is executed in succes-4

sivesteps by the use of the following commands:1
1. BY DETAIL} 2. ACTION FRONT, 3. PIT, 4.
CRANE, 5. CARRIAGE, 6. TRAILS, 7. HOWITZ-;
ER, 8. PREPARE FOR ACTION. (See par. 47.)!

c. Upon completion. of the duties prescribed in
any' given step, cannoneers will either form as a
section (fig. 1) or take positions preparatory
performing their duties in the next step, as
be prescribed by the chief of section. When the,
cannoneers are instructed sufficiently, all the steps:
will be executed successively at the single
mand: ACTION FRONT.

17. OPERATIONS FOR CRANE ASSEMBLY OF HOWITZER.
a. Assembling the howitzer by the crane method
is accomplished by the following operations: t

(1) The line of fire is staked on the grounJ
a~d the outline of the pit materialized by use of
the canvas template. (See par. 72b and c.) f

(2) The spade pits and recoil pit are dug with;
the clamshell bucket of the crane. Final trimming'
of the pits is accomplished by hand. ,

(3) The crane is placed in position for assem"
bling the howitzer. The clamshell bucket is reJ
moved and the lifting hook rigged. '

24
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(4) The carriage is lifted from its transport
Wagon and placed in position over the recoil pit.
The trails are spread and locked. Spades and
floats are attached to the trails.

(5) The howitzer and cradle are lifted from
their transport wagon, placed in position on the
carriage, and locked in place.

(6) The road locks a~e released from the top
carriage and the howitzer prepared for action .
. (See par. 47.)
, b. In general, odd numbered cannoneers work

.on the right and even numbered cannoneers work
on the left. Members of the section not assigned
a specific duty in any operation assist wherever
needed. . ",,-

c. The chief of section directs.the operations,
giving such orders, instructions, and signals as
lllay be required to expedite and coordinate the
work. The mechanic, the ammunition corporal,
and the gunner a~sist in supervising subopera-
tions as prescribed or as may be directed by the
chief of section.

d. After the howitzer has been placed in firing
Position, the. chief of section, assisted by the me-
~hanic and the cannoneers, cleans, lubricates, and
Inspects the howitzer. When the operations have
been completed, the chief of section reports to the
executive, "Sir, No. (so-and-so) in order," or re-
Ports any defects which the section cannot reme-
dy without delay. .'

e. When actual firing is to occur, a similar in-
SP~ction of the howitzer will be made by the exec-
utive. '. .
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18. TO EXECUTE 8Y DETAIL, ACTION FRONT.. If the!
pit has not been previously prepared, the
mands are: 1. BY DETAIL, 2. ACTION
3. PIT. (See par. 19 if the pit has been previously
prepared.) . j

a. Description of operation. The section column
habitually approaches the howitzer position
the rear. If the crane accompanies the section,
will proceed first, followed by the carriage load'
and the howitzer load in turn. If the pit has pre
viously been dug and the position prepared,
crane will 'proceed to the position described i~
paragraph 19. If the pit has not been prepared
and the crane is to be used in digging the pit,
crane is backed into position 5 feet from the outJ
line of the rear edge of the recoil pit. The howitz'"
er load and carriage load remain in concealment ai
some distance from the position until the pit is'
finished. )

b. Detailed duties of members of section. (1) The chie
of section commands: PIT.

(2) Nos. 16, 17, and 18 uncouple the traile
from the crane and place the support leg'S an
chock blocks in position. Under the direction 0

the crane operator, they rig the clamshell bucke
to the crane.

(3) The crane operator directs the driver 0
the crane truck into position.

(4) The pit is dug under the supervision of th
gunner, who directs the crane operator. All can
noneers present, in groups of four, alternate bot
in guiding the clamshell bucket during the dig
ging operation and in trimming. the pit to its fina
shape, as ind.icated by the templates. Cannoneer
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not so engaged procure the tools and equipment
~sed in assembling the howitzer and place them
In a convenient position for use. The ammunition
squad unloads and stores ammunition under the
direction of the ammunition corporal.

19. TO PREPARE CRANE FOR ASSEMBLING HOWITZER.
The operation of digging the pit having been com-
Pleted, the command is: CRANE.

o. Description of operation. (1) The clamshell buck-
et is removed from the crane and placed on its
trailer. .

(2) Under the direction of the chief of section,
the crane truck is placed on the left (right) side
of the pit, as indicated in figure 4..

(3) The floats of the crane are placed and out-
riggers are secured to them. .

Note: When wheel mats are to be used with the crane
floats, the mats are removed from the trailer by lifting
the rear end of the mat, resting it upon the trailer tire,
~nd then lifting the front end of the mat while it is
alanced on the tire. Care must be taken that the mat for

the float nearest the trail is so placed that the trails can
~e spread without interfering with the mat. If tlu ground
S uneven or sloping, mats must be leveled by tlu removal
If dirt and not by filling. .

(aj When the crane is emplaced on sloping
~round, the crane must be leveled by means of
;he outrigger screws. After the. crane has been
)laced in position and the outriggers have been
~xtend~d and locked, the boom is swung to the
Ow side of the truck and the floats on that side
\re placed in position. with the outrigger screws
.~tracted. Next, the boom is swung to the high
;lde of the truck, and the outrigger screws on
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that side tightened until weight is partially re.
moved from the tires. The crane is then leveled:
by tightening the outrigger screws on the low side.
of the truck.

(b) Floats must be placed so that their handle~
are to ,the front and rear and not to the side or.
the crane.

(4) The lifting sling is attached to the main
lifting hook and the extension cables are attache~
to it. It is important to keep the lifting sling in.
proper adjustment, or binding will result when
the howitzer is assembled and removed from the'
carriage. '

b. Detailed duties of members of section. (1) The
chief of section commands: CRANE.' t

(2) The crane operator places the clamsheIl
bucket on its trailer. Nos. 16, 17, and 18 discoll1
nect it from the crane boom and assist the crane
operator to rig the mainlifting hook. ,

(3) Under the supervision of the ammunitiol1
corporal, Nos. 10, 12, and 14 on the left, and Nos.'
11, 13, and 15 on the right, extend the crane out I
riggers, then remove the mats from the traile
and place them in position to support the cran
truck during the lifting operations. Next they re
move the two crane floats nearest the pit and pu
them in place to a8sist the driver in maneuverin
the crane truck into position. After the crane ha
been directed to its proper position by the cran
operator, they fix the outriggers and floats in po
sition for lifting. The floats should be placed s
that the handles on the float are to the front an
rear and not to the side of the, crane.

(4) Nos. 16, 17, and 18 assist the crane opera
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tor in attaching the lifting sling and extension
cables to the main lifting hook.

20. TO PLACE CARRIAGE OVER PIT. The command is:
CARRIAGE.

a. Description of operation. (1) The top carriage
cover is removed from the carriage.

(2) The carriage hold-down bolts are unfas-
tened. '

(3) The trail cross braces are loosened and re-
hloved.

(4) The inside spade jacks are screwed out of
'their traveling sockets.

(5) The cap screws and stud bolts are removed
from the false cradle. .

Figure 21. Carriage load in' position beside crane truck.
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close as
(See

(6) The carriage load is moved as
possible and parallel to the crane truck.
21.)

(7) The spade traveling clamps are loosened.
(8) A guide rope is attached tp the trail ends.
(9) The swinging platforms on the carriage are

bolted in the middle position. ,j
(10) The lifting sling is attached to the

riage.
(11) The valve to the equilibrator pressure

tank is closed.' j
, .(12) The carriage is lifted from the transpor~
wagon and placed over the pit.

(13) The lifting sling and guide, rope are re-
moved from the carriage.'

(14) The valve to the equilibrator pressurJ
tank is opened. . ' J

b. Detailed duties of members of section. (1) Th 4

chief of section commands: CARRIAGE. ,This
command should be given before the crane is iJ
position in order that the carriage may be pr~i
pared during the final preparation of the crane. Thl
gunner supervises the work of cannoneers Nos
1 to 9 and the ammunition corporal Nos. 10 to

(2) Nos. 1to 6 remove the top carriage cove~
pass it to Nos. 7 and 8, who fold the cover anc
place it on the side of the pit not occupied by thl
crane. "

(3) Nos. 4 and 5 swing the platforms to th
middle position. .

(4) Nos. 1 and 2 loosen the spade travelin
clamps.

(5) No. 3 unfastens the carriage hold-dow
bolts.
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(6) No.6 screws the inside spade jacks out of
their traveling sockets.

(7) Nos. 7 and 8 remove the trail cross braces
and the taper stud bolts and cap screws.

(8) No.9 removes the loading ramp and places
it 5 yards to the rear of the recoil pit.

(9) Nos. 8 and 9 attach the guide rope to the
trail ends.

(10) Directed by the gunner, the driver of the
carriage load prime mover maneuvers the car-
riage into position beside the crane. (See fig. 21.)

(11) Nos. 3 to 6 attach the lifting sling and

I
extension cables to the carriage.

(12) The artillery mechanic closes the valve to
the equilibrator pn'ssure tank. . ...

(13) The gunner reports to the chief of section
When the carriage is prepared.

(i4) The chief of section commands: GUIDE
ROPE.'

(15) Directed by the chief of section, the crane
Operator lifts the carriage, swings it around, and
places it in its position over the pit .

(16) Nos. 8 and 9 remove the guide rope from
the trail ends.

(17) Nos. 3 to 6 detach the lifting sling and
extension cables from the carriage and the ex-
tension cables from the sling.

(18) The artillery mechanic. opens the valve to
the equilibrator pressure tank.

(19) Nos. 10 to ]8 stand by the guide rope and
maneuver the carriage during the lifting opera-
tiqn, under the direction of the ammunition cor-
Poral. (See fig. 22.) .
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21. TO PREPARE CARRIAGE TO RECEIVE HOWITZER.
The command is: TRAILS.

a. Description of operation. (1) The spades are
transferred from the transport wagon to the
spade pits by the crane.

(2) The loading tray and trail floats are re-
moved from the trails and placed in a convenient
Position for use.

(3) The trail locking key is removed and the
trails are spl"ead slightly with crowbars and
sledge.

(4) The trails are spread by use of the crane
and floats installed thereon.' (See fig. 24.)

(5) The trail tie beam is swung to the firing
Position and locked.

(6) The spades are hung in position on the
trails and the spade jacks seated firmly in the
spade sockets. (See fig. 25.)

(7) The keyways and seats in the false cradle
are cleaned and lubricated to receive the howitzer.

(8) After operation (1) has been completed
and while operations (2) to (7) are being per-
formed, the howitzer cover is removed. The how-
itzer and cradle are disconnected from the wagon,
and a guide rope is attached to the muzzle in prep-
aratio~ for lifting the howitzer. The carriage
Wagon is moved away and the cannon wagon
brought toward the same position. (See fig. 26.)

b. Detailed duties of members of section. (1) The
chief of section commands: TRAILS, supervises
the operations, and directs the crane operator
when necessary ..

(2) Nos. 1 and 2 connect the single line hook
of the crane to a spade. Each spade is transferred
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in turn to the spade pits where it is set in place
and the hook released by Nos. 3 to 6. (See fig. 23.)

(3) Nos. 7 and 8 unfasten the loading tray
from the floats and place it 10 yards to the rear.

(4) Nos. 9, 11, 13, and 15 remove the top trail
float and place it to the right rear in a position
convenient for assembly when the right trail is
spread~

(5) Nos. 10, 12, 14, and 16 remove the lower
trail float and place it to the left rear in a posi-
tion convenient for its assembly when the left
trail is spread.

(6) No. 17 gets a sledge and removes the trail
locking key. .

(7) No. 18 gets two crowbars and brings them
to the trail ends.

(8) Nos. 9 to 12, working with the crowbars,
Spread the trails slightly.

(9) The trails are raised by the single line
hook and spread by Nos. 5 to 18.

(10) While tile. trails are still free of the
ground, Nos. 9, 11, 13, and 15 attach the right
trail float and Nos. 10, 12, 14, and 16 attach the
left trail float. No.7 inserts the key in the right
trail float, and No.8 inserts the key in the left
trail float. The chief of section then signals the
crane operator to lower the trails to the ground.

Note: In very soft ground it may be necessary to raise
and spread each trail separately.

(11) The spades are then hung in position on
the trails with the single line hook of the crane.
The ammunition corporal directs the crane opera-
tor while the spades are being hung. Nos. 3 to 6
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assist in this operation. Nos. 5 and 6 screw the
spade jacks firmly into the spade sockets.

(12) Nos. 7 and 8 unpin the trail tie beam from
the traveling position. Under the supervision of
the chief of section, Nos. 9 to 18 swing the tie
beam to firing position and lock it. Nos. 9 and 10
clamp the ends of the loading ramp. rack in firing
position.

(13) Nos. 7 and 8 clean and lubricate all seats
and keyways to receive the howitzer.

(14) After all spades have been removed from

Figure 26. II owitzer load in position beside crane trllck.
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the carriage wagon and while operations (3) to
(13) are being performed-

(a) The gunner signals the driver of the car-
riage load prime mover to move out and directs the
driver of the howitzer load prime mover to be
ready to move into position for mounting the how-
itzer. (See fig.. 26.) He then commands: PRE-
PARE HOWITZER.

( b) Nos. 1 and 2 disconnect the cradle locking
clamps from the cannon wagon, and remove the
howitzer hold-down strap. Assisted by Nos. '3 and
4, they remove the howitzer cover and muzzle
cover or plug. They then clean and lubricate all
seats and keys which bear in the false cradle when
the howitzer is mounted. Nos. 8 and 9 attach
gU.~geropes to the muzzle of the howitzers.

(15) Directed by the gunner, the driver of the
howitzer load prime mover places the cannon wag-
on in position for the howitzer to be lifted.

22. TO MOUNT HOWITZER. The command is: HOW-
ITZER.

a. Description of operation. (1) The main hook of
the crane, with lifting sling attached, is fastened
to the cradle.

(2) With cannoneers maneuvering the load by
Use of the guide ropes, the howitzer and cradle
are lifted from the wagon, swung around, and
slowly lowered into place in the false cradle. (See
figs. 27 and 28.)
. Note: The following procedure must be strictly adhered

to: The howitzer is lowered until it rests upon the
~alse cradle and the top carriage roller. With the howitzer
In this position, the rear hooks of the lifting sling are
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disengaged from the cradle. By using only the front cle'VictJ
of the lifting sling, the muzzle end of the tube is raised
until the keys on the cradle are firmly seated in their
keyways in the false cradle. The howitzer is held in this
Position and the stud bolts inserted and tightened. If the
stud bolts are tapered, the bottom nuts are screwed on
tight, and then the. upper nuts are screwed down by hand.
If the stud bolts are straight, both upper and lower nuts
must be drawn up very tight. The straight bolts may be

, inserted into the. holes from either the top or bottom, the
bottom nut used as a stop, and the upper nut tightened
with the proper wrench until both upper and lower nuts
and washers are firmly seated. After the stud bolts are
tightened, the tension is released from the crane and the
cap screws inserted and tightened. The cap screws are
tte'Ver inserted until the stud holts ha'Ve heen drawn up tightly.

(3) The guide rope is removed from the how-
itzer.

~.(4) The cannon wagon is moved off.
b. Detailed duties of members of section. (1) The

chief of section commands: HOWITZER, super-
vises the operations, and directs the crane oper-
ator.

(2) Nos. 3 and 4 attach the lifting sling to the
cradle.

(3) At the command HOWITZER, Nos. 10 to
18 stand by the. guide rope and maneuver the
howitzer during the lifting operation, under the
direction of the ammunition corporal.

(4) Nos. 1 and 2, supervised by the artillery
lllechanic, procure the proper wrenches and sta-
tion themselves on the carriage on each side of
the false cradle. When the howitzer has been low-
ered onto the top carriage roller and false cradle,
they disengage the rear hooks of the lifting sling
from the cradle. When the cradle keys are prop-
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erly seated, they insert and tighten the taper stud
bolts and the cap screws.

(5) Nos. 8 and 9 remove the ~.!:uide rope from
the howitzer.

(6) Thc gunn(~r signals the driver of th(~ how-
itzcr load prime mover to move off,

Fi!Jllrf' 28. I,IJ</t'nill!! !J()(witzn ill/o It/hI' crt/d/,..

23, SPECIAL METHODS OF EMPLACEMENT. a. CIJmbat
conditions may require the use of' spec'ial mdhoc1s
of em placing thc howitzel'. Pl'actice during ad-
vanced training' in such methods will give flcxi-
bility in the employment of' the weapon.

b. The following methods may be used in occu-
pying" pos'itions where, because of intervening ter-
rain, it is impossible to move prime maven; Of' any
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vehicle forward of the piece position. Duties of '
individual cannoneers in these operations 'will be
as directed by the chief of section.

(1) First method. (a) Back the carriage transport
Wagon (spades removed) directly over the staked'
Position in alignment with directional stakes. (See
(a), fig. 29.)

(b) Place theerane in position so that the boom
is over the center of the crane truck when mid-
Way between the ..point at which it lifts the tube
and the point at which it places the tube upon
the carriage. The rear of the crane must be close
(6 inches) to the carriage position to avoid ex-
cessive boom angles. (See (b), fig.. 29.) .

(c) Using the crane, lift the carriage sufficiently
tOe-permit withdrawal of the carriage transport
Wagon. The left platform is swung to the ,left
limit of its movement. Lower the carriage into
the required position (about 3 inches from the
crane truck pintle) and set the trails parallel. Care
must be taken that the platform clears the crane
truck. (See (c), fig. 29.)

(d) Use the prime mover of the cannon trans-
Port wagon, coupled by the front pintle, to push the
cannon transport wagon up the trails. (See (d),
fig. 29.) .

(e) Lift the tube from the transport wagon and' ,
SWing into position. Remove the cannon transport
Wagon. (See (a), fig. 30.) .

(f) Move the crane to the rear of the trails to
Permit digging of spade pits by clamshell. The
clamshell must be carefully guided in digging.
to prevent striking trails. (See (b), fig. 30.)
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Figure 30. Special metllOds .0/ emplacement
(first method continued).
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(g) Spread the trails to permit digging of the
recoil pit. (See (c), fig. 30).

(Iz) Prepare piece for action. (See (d), fig. 30.)
(2) Second method. (fl) Place the crane and carri-

age transport wagon as shown in (a), figure 31.
Remove the spades.

(b) Lift the carriage and swing it until the boom
is centered over the rear of the crane truck. Re-
move the carriage transport wagon. Lower the

Figure ]1. Special methods of emplacement
(second method).
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boom and rotate the carriage 1800 with the guide
ropes, moving the short end (of the load) under
the boom over the rear of the crane truck. Raise
the boom and swing the carriage into the required
Position. (See (b), fig. 31.)

(c) Back the cannon transport wagon into posi-
tion where the tube can be emplaced upon the car-
riage by following the procedure in (b) above. Re-"
lhOve the cannon transport wagon. (See (c), fig.
31.) .

(d) Prepare piece for action.
Caution: Care must be taken that the boom is

not lowered below the safe boom distance over
the rear of the crane. After lifting each" load, it
lhay be necessary to move the transport wagon
to prevent the counterweight on the crane from
interfering with the transport wagon tires.
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SECTION VI
TO PREPARE HOWITZER FOR TRAVELING

(CRANE METHOD)

24. TO EXECUTE MARCH ORDER (CRANE METHOD). The.
command is: MARCH ORDER. , ,

a. At this command the piece is disassembled,
loaded on the transport wagons, and prepared for,i
traveling as described in paragraph 25.

b. In the preliminary instruction of the howitzer
sections and whenever conditions require close
pervision of the execution of the detailed duties.
of individual cannoneers, preparing the howitzer
for travel by crane method is executed in succes~
sive steps by the use of the following commands:
1. BY DETAIL, 2. MARCH ORDER, 3. PRE~
PARE HOWITZER AND CRANE, 4. HOWITZ~
ER, 5. PREPARE CARRIAGE, 6. CARRIAGE,
7. FILL PIT.

c. Upon completion of the duties prescriLed iI1
any given step, cannoneers will either form as 8

section or take positions preparatory to perform"
ing their duties in the next step, as may be pre"
scribed by the chief of section. When the cannon"
eers are sufficiently instructed, all steps will be:
executed successively at the single command.
l\fARCH ORDER.

25. OPERATIONS FOR MARCH ORDER. a. The piece is
disassembled and prepared for traveling by th~l
following operations (duties of individual~ arel
listed in pars. 26 to 30 inc!.) : .
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(l) The breech is closed, panoramic telescope
is removed, and road locks are fastened.

(2) The crane and cannon wagon are placed in
Position and the crane and lifting sling attached
to the cr'adle preparatory to lifting the howitzer.

(3) The howitzer is lifted off the carriage,
placed on its transport wagon, and secured for
travel. ,

(4) The cannon wagon is moved off and the
carriage wagon takes its place.

(5) The spades and floats are detached from
~he trails, the trail tie beam is unlocked and pinned
In traveling position, and the trails are closed and
locked. ,

'"1N ote.- If excessive effort is necessary to screw the spade
struts in or out of the housings, the fact must be reported
to the artillery mechanic for corrective action. Forcing
the strut into the housing will cause burring of the
threads and will result in the strut freezing in the housing.

(6) The floats and loading tray are fastened
On the trails, the platforms bolted in the middle
Position, and the crane hook, with lifting sling and
e~tension cables attached, is connected to the car-
l'lage preparatory to lifting.

(7) The carriage is lifted from the g~ound,
Placed on its transport wagon, and secured for
travel.

(8) The spades are placed in. their traveling
POsition on the carriage wagon.

(9) The recoil and spade pits are filled.
b. In general, odd numbered cannoneers work

On the right and even numbered cannoneers work
Onthe left. Members of the section not assigned a
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specific duty in any operation assist wherever j
needed.

c. The chief of section directs the operations,

may be required to expedite and coordinate the
work. The mechanic, the ammunition corporal,
and the gunner assist in supervising subopera-
tions as prescribed or as may be directed by the"
chief of section. '

d. So far as practicable, tools and equipment
will be loaded in such order that those articles t
which will be needed first on arriving at a subse-
quent position will be available without disturb-
ing the articles needed later.

e. After the loads have been prepared for travel-,
ing the chief of section, ~ssisted by, the. n:echanic:
and members of the sectIOn, makes an Inspection,
to verify that the loads are well protected andtsecured and, when all the operations have been
completed, reports to the execut'ive, "Sir, No. (so-t
and-so) in order," or reports any defects which
the section cannot remedy without delay.

26. TO PREPARE HOWITZEf~ AND CRANE. The com~
mand is: 1. BY DETAIL, 2. MARCH ORDER, 3.
PREP ARE HOWITZER AND CRANE.

a. Description of operation. (1) The crane is
brought to the howitzer position, maneuvered
to position for lifting, and halted. (See fig. 32.)
The crane outriggers and floats are placed and
the lifting sling is attached to the main hook.

(2) The cannon wagon is maneuvered into po~
sition parallel to and as close as possible to the
crane, preparatory to receiving the howitzer.'
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(3) The howitzer is placed at minimum eleva-
tion and center traverse; the panoramic telescope
(and telescope mount extension) are removed
from the mount and placed in the carrying case.
Covers are placed on the panoramic telescope

. lnount and elevation quadrant. The breech is
closed and the road locks are fastened. A guide
rope is attached to the muzzle of the howitzer.

(4) The lifting sling is attached to the cradle,
..and the howitzer so maneuvered that the cap

screws and taper stud bolts may be unfastened
from the cradle.

...

Figure 32. Crane truck in position
for disassembly of IlOwitzer.
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<'N ,I,. The following sequence of operations must

strictly adhered to: Remove the cap screws from the
cradle; attach the lifting sling, using the front clevises~
only,' raise the crane hook until the hitch is under tension;~
remove taper stud bolts; lower muzzle end of tube until'
the recoil surface rests on t~e top carriage roller; an~
attach rear hooks of sling to cradle.

b. Detailed duties o( members of section. (l) The.
chief of section commands : PREPARE HOWITZ~
ER AND CRANE, and supervises the operations'~

(2) The gunner places the howitzer in cente}
tra verse and removes the panoramic telescopJ
(and telescope mount extension) from the moun~
and places them in the carrying case. He installS
the cover on the panoramic telescope mount. After
t.he crane is in position, he directs the driver oJ
the howitzer load prime mover in placing the
non wagon in position to receive the howitzer.

(3) The ammunition corpor~l directs the drive
of the crane truck in placing the crane and super~
vise,S its preparation.

(4) No. 1 directs Nos. 2 and 3 to depress the
howitzer to minimum elevation, places the covet
on the elevation quadrant, locks the elevatio~
brake in traveling position, and performs the
scribed operations (a(4) above) with the liftin~
sling, cap screws, and taper stud bolts on the righi
side of the carriage.

(5) No.2 assists No.3 to depress the howitze
to minimum elevation, fastens. the left road
and performs the prescribed operations (a (4'
above) with the lifting sling, cap screws, and tap
er stud bolts on the left side of the carriage.,
52
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(6) No.3, assisted by No.2, depresses the how-
itzer to minimum elevation. He then fastens the
right road lock.

(7) Nos. 4 and 5 close the breech. No. 5 closes
the firing lock. Nos. 4 and 5 replace the breech
cover. No.4 replaces the oiler, primer seat cleaning
reamer, vent cleaning bit, waste, and wiping
cloths in the section chest. If the 1\11firing mech-
anism is used, No. 5 inserts the firing mechan-

. ism and No.4 locks the percussion hammer in the
traveling position.

(8) No.6 detaches and coils the lanyard, and'
returns it to the section chest.

(9) Nos. 8 and 9 attach a guide rope to the
l'huzzle.

(10) Nos. 16, 17,' and 18 un'couple the trailer
from the crane truck, extend the legs, and block.
the wheels.

(11) Nos. 10, 12, and 14 on the left, and Nos.
11, 13, and 15 on the right extend the outriggers
of the crane. They remove the mats from the
trailer and place them in position to support the
crane truck during lifting operations. They then
remove the two floats which are to be nearest the
pit and put them in their proper places to assist
the driver in maneuvering the crane truck into
Position. When the crane is in its proper position,
~hey secure the outriggers to the floats for lift-
Ing.

(12) Nos. 16 to 18 assist the crane operator
in attaching the lifting sling to the main lifting
hook of the crane.
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27. TO DISMOUNT HOWITZER. The command is:
HOWITZER.

a. Description. or operation. (1) With cannoneers
standing by the guide rope, the howitzer and
cradle are lifted from the false cradle, swung
around, and lowered into position on the transport
wagon.

(2) The tube and cradle are fastened to the
transport wagon. The lifting sling is detached.
from the cradle.

(3) Covers are placed on the howitzer and
cradle, and the howitzer load is moved off.

b. Detailed duties of members of section. (l) The
chief of section commands: HOWITZER, super-
vises the operations, and directs the crane oper-
ator.

(2) At the command, HOWITZER, Nos. 10 to
. 18, supervised by the ammunition corporal, stand

by the guide rope and maneuver the howitzer dur-
ing the lifting operation.

(3) Supervised by the gunner, Nos. 1 and 2
procure the proper wrenches and, after the how-
itzer has been lowered into place on the transport
wagon, they remove the lifting sling, engage and
tighten the cradle locking clamps and howitzer
hold-down strap (in that order).

(4) Nos. 3 and 4 install muzzle cover or plug.
(5) Nos. 1 to 4 install the howitzer cover.
(6) Nos. 8 and 9 remove the guide rope from

the muzzle of the howitzer.
(7) The gunner signals the driver of the how-

itzer load prime mover to move off.
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28. TO PREPARE CARRIAGE FOR lOADING~ The com-
hland is: PREPARE CARRIAGE.

a. Description of operation. (1) The carriage wagon
is maneuvered into position to receive the car-
riage.

(2) The spade jacks are unscrewed from the
spades and placed in their brackets on the trails.
The spades are unhooked from the trails and
dropped into the spade pits.

(3) The ends of the loading ramp rack are
. clamped in traveling position. The trail tie beam

is unlocked and swung to traveling position.
(4) The trails are lifted by the crane,. and the

floats removed from them.
(5) . The trails are closed and locked and the

floats and loading tray are secured in traveling
Poshion on the trail ends.

(6) The platforms are bolted in the middle po-
Sition.

(7) The crane hook, with lifting sling and ex-
tension cables attached, is affixed to the carriage.

(8) The valve to the equilibrator tank is closed.
(9) A guide rope is attached to the trail ends.

b. Detailed duties of members of section. (1) The
chief of section commands : PREPARE CAR-
RIAGE, supervis8s the operations, and directs the
crane operator when necessary. The command
:REPARE CARRIAGE is given as soon as the how-
Itzer has been lowered onto its wagon. \Vhen
the cannoneers 3re sufficiently instructed in their
duties; many of these operations may be perform-
ed While the howitzer is being dismounted.

(2) After the howitzer load has moved out,
the gunner directs the driver of the carriage load
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prime mover in maneuvering the carriage wagon
into position parallel to and as close as possible to
the crane truck.

(3) No.3 bolts the platform ladder in travel-
ing position. No.2 pins the crank handle ~n the
front elevating handwheel in traveling position.

(4) ~os. 3 to 6 unscrew the spade jacks from
the spades and hang the jacks in their brackets on
the trails. Only the outside jacks are screwed alII,
the way into their traveling sockets. The spades
are detached from the trails by the crane and;
dropped into the pit.

(5) While operations (2), (3), and (4) are being
performed, Nos. 9 and 10 clamp the ends of the"
loading ramp rack in traveling position. Nos. 7
and 8 remove the pins from the trail tie beam.
Nos. 9 to 18 assist in this operation by rocking
the tie beam to loosen the pins and swing it to
traveling position. .

(6) No. 17, aftt:r operation (5) has been com-
pleted, connects the single line hook of the crane
to the trail nearer the crane.

(7) The trails are raised by the crane. Nos. 7
and 8 remove the ftoat locking keys.

(8) The trails ~re closed by Nos. 5 to 18. The
trails are lowered to the ground and No. 17 in-
serts the trail locking key.

(9) Nos. 10, 12, 14, and 16 place the left trail
float upside down on the trail ends. Nos. 9, 11, 13,
and 15 place the right trail float on top of it and
secure the floats in traveling po"sition. Nos. 7 and
8 place the loading tray in position and secure it
for travel.
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(10) Nos. 4 and 5 bolt the platforms in the
middle position.

(11) Nos. 3 to 6 affix the crane hook, with lift-
ing sling and extension cables attached, to the
carriage.

(12) The artillery mechanic closes the valve
to the equilibrator tank. . _

(13) Nos. 8 and 9 attach a guide rope to the
trail ends.

(14) Nos. 9 and 10 place the loading ramp in
traveling position on the carriage wagon ..

29. TO lOAD CARRIAGE AND SPADES. The command
is: CARRIAGE.

a. Description of operation. (1) The carriage is lift-
ed from the ground, swung around, and placed on
the transport wagon.

(2) The lifting sling is removed from the car-
riage and from the crane hook. The taper stud
bolts and cap screws are replaced in the false
cradle. The platforms are bolted in the closed po-
Sition. The guide rope is removed from the car-
riage. The valve to the equilibrator tank is opened.

(3) The carriage is secured to its transport wag-
on for travel.
. (4) The crane outriggers and floats are placed
In traveling position and the spades are trans-
ferred from the pits and secured on the wagon.
These two operations are simultaneous.

N ole. In loading spades, care should be tak.en to place
~wo right hand spades or two left hand spades together
In the center. (A right hand spade is defined as a spade
\\'hich may be used on the right side of either trail.)
In this way interference between the sockets of the.
two center spades will be avoided.
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(5) Covers are placed on the carriage.
(6) The carriage load is moved off.

b. Detailed duties of members of section. (1) The
chief of section commands: CARRIAGE, and su-
pervises the operations.

(2) Nos. 10 to 18, under the direction of the
ammunition corporal, stand by the guide rope and
maneuver the carriage during the lifting opera-
tion.

(3) When the carriage has been placed on its
wagon, Nos. 8 and 9 remove the guide rope from
the trail ends. Nos. 3 to 6 remove the lifting sling
and e.xtension cables from the carriage and assist
the crane operator in removing the lifting sling
from the crane hook. (No.3 removes the right
hook, No. 6 the h~ft hook ; No. 5 unfastens the
right clevis, No.4 the left clevis.) They then re-
place the taper stud bolts and cap screws in the
false cradle.

(4) No.3 fastens the carriage hold-down bolts.
(~) No. 6 screws the inside spade jacks into

their traveling sockets. When the operation is
completed, Nos. 7 and 8 pin the tie beam in trav-
eling position.

(6) Nos. 7 and 8 install the trail cross braces.
(7) Nos. 4 and 5 bolt the platforms into the

closed position.
(8) The artillery mechanic opens the valve to

the equilibrator tank.
(9) One at a time, the spades are attached to

the single line hook of the crane by Nos. 3 to 6;
transferred to th~ carriage wagon; and unhooked
from the crane and clamped to the wagon by Nos.
1 and 2.
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(10) Nos. 11, 13, and 15 on the right' and Nos.
10, 12, and 14 on the left unscrew the crane out-
riggers from the crane floats and secure the out-
riggers and floats in traveling position. When the
crane truck moves out, they replace the mats on
the trailer. .

(11) Nos. 1 to 6 install the top carriage cover
which is handed to them from the ground by Nos.
7 and 8..

. 30. TO FIll PIT. The command is: FILL PIT.
a. Description of operation. (1) The clamshell buck-

et is attached to the crane.
(2) The crane truck is backed to a point 5 feet

in rear of the recoil pit. Outriggers and floats are
not.Xequired.

(3) The crane operator then fills the pit and
leaves the position. . .

b. Detailed duties of members of section. (1) Nos. 16,
17, and 18 assist the crane operator to attach the

I clamshell bucket to the crane. If time permits,
they will smooth the surface of the ground with
shovels after the pit has been filled.

(2) When the pit has been filled, the crane op-
erator replaces the bucket on the trailer. Nos. 16,
17, and 18 assist the crane operator in removing
the bucket from the crane. They then couple the
trailer to the crane truck and return the legs and
chock blocks to traveling position.

Note. Whenever the crane is prepared for travel, the
hlain lifting hook should be secured to' the crane truck.
J\' length of chain or cable should be passed over the
hook, and fastened to the two hooks on the front of the
truck which are supplied for this purpose. --
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SECTION VII
TO PLACE HOWITZER IN FIRING POSITION

(WINCH METHOD)

31. TO EXECUTE ACTION REAR a. The command is:
ACTION REAR. At this command, the howitzer
is assembled and prepared for action as indicated
in paragraph 32.

b. In the preliminary instruction of the howitzer
sections and when conditions require close super-
vision of the execution of the detailed duties of in-
dividual cannoneers, assembly of the howitzer by
winch' method is executed in successive steps by
the use of the following commands: 1. BY DE-

TAIL~ 2. ACTION REAR, 3. REMOVE AXLE, 4.
REMOVE CARRIAGE, 5. TRAILS PARALLEL,
6. MOUNT HOWITZER, 7. TRAILS, (8. CAR-
RIAGE WAGON), 9. PREPARE FOR ACTION.
(See par. 47.)

c. Upon completion of the duties prescribed in
any given step, cannoneers will either form as a
section or take positions preparatory to perform-
ing their duties in the next step, as may be pre-
scribed by the chief of section. When cannoneers
are sufficiently 'instructed, all the steps will be
executed successively at the single command:
ACTION REAR.

d. Hand signals for raising and lowering the
load by the winch are given as illustrated in fig-
ures 6, 11, and 12.

32. OPERATIONS FOR WINCH ASSEMBLY OF HOWITZER.
a. Assembling the howitzer by winch method is
accomplished by the following operations:
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(1) The carriage load is brought into
on the line of fire with lunette over the position to
be occupied by the center of the bottom carriage'i
The howitzer load is placed in front of it so that,
the distance between drawbars is approXimatelY!'
40 yards. (See fig. 33.)

(2) The front axle of the carriage wagon is re-
moved and the trails of the carriage are lowered
to the ground. ,

(3) The carriage is pulled from its wagon into
its correct position on the ground. f

(4) The trails of the carriage are set parallel,
and spade pits dug. .

(5) The howitzer load is winched up the trailS.
of the carriage. ,

(6) The howitzer is jacked off its traveling
support and lowered into the top carriage roller,:

(7) The howitzer is winched up the rails of
the wagon and raised from the wagon with screw

t
t

jacks. .
(8) The cannon wagon is removed from the

trails. .
(9) The howitzer is lowered with screw jackStinto position in the false cradle and bolted in

place.
(10) The trails are spread and locked, the reo

coil pit is dug, and the spades and floats are at~
tached to the trails.

(11) The howitzer is prepared for action. (see

t
'

par. 47.)
(12) The carriage wagon is reassembled and

removed. (This operation may be eliminated at'
the discretion of the executive.)

b. In general, odd numbered cannoneers worl<
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on the right and even numbered cannoneers work
on the left. Members of the section (especially
Nos. 10 to 18) not assigned a specific duty in any
operation assist wherever needed. Nos. 10 to 18
are not assigned specific duties but are employed
~nder the direction of the ammunition corporal
In digging the pits and unloading and preparing
ammunition.

c. After the howit~er has been placed in firing
Position, the inspections prescribed in paragraph
,17d and e are made.

Note. Ca,reful inspection should be made of the winch
cables of the prime mover. After every emplacement and
after every displacement, the winch line should be spooled
Out and rewound under slight tension unless inspection
shows the cable is properly wound. If the winch line is
l10t properly wound on the winch drum, it may be severely
damaged in a single operation.

33. TO EXECUTE BY DETAIL, ACTION REAR. The com-
~and is: 1. BY DETAIL, 2. ACTION REAR, 3.
~\EMOVE AXLE. '

o. Description of operation. (1) The carriage load
Prime mover remains coupled to the carriage wag-
?n. The top carriage cover is removed. The how-
Itzer load is brought to a point 40 yards in front
of and in line with the carriage load. The howitzer
load prime mover is uncoupled from the cannon
Wagon and backed into position in rear of the
carriage wagon where it is coupled to. the de-
ll10untable draw bar. (See fig. 35.) The winch is
Paid out through the slots provided in the carriage
Wagon.

(2) The loading ramp, wheel ramps, spacer
bar, trail support, and loading tray are removed .
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from the wagon. The trail floats are removed from
the trails. The float to be used with the wagon'
jack is placed in position near the jack, and the'
other float is assembled to the trail support.

(3) The built-in jack is placed in an upright
position. The trail float is placed in position under'
the built-in jack. The winch cable of the howitzer'
load prime mover is attached to the built-in jack.'
(See fig. 34.)1

(4) The carriage hold-down bolts, inside Rpade
jacks, trail cross braces, and the wagon lock lever;
are unfastened. The inner ends of the brake cables
on the. front axle are unfastened. The front axle
maneuvering handles are placed in carrying posi#
tion. .

N of 1'. \Vhenever brake connections are unfastened, the
open ends of the brake lines must be protected by the
dummy couplings provided for this purpose. If these
my couplings are not used, the brake lines may become
clogged with dirt and may be rendered unserviceable. In
the operation described in (4) above and (5) below, sp
cial care must be taken. If the dummy couplings on the
front axle are not used, the brake lines may be cut
the axle and its extension as the axle is removed.

(5) The frame of the wagon is raised by the
built-in jack. The front axle is pulled out by
carriage load prime mover. (See fig. 35.) The,
trails are lowered onto the trail support and thei
frame of the wagon is lowered until the
traveling supports can be removed.

(6) The frame of the wagon is raised until the
weight of the trails is removed from the trail'

. support. The trail support and flOat are removed.
(See fig. 36.) The wagon frame and traill'l
lowered until they rest on the ground.
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b. Detailed 'outi'es' of memoers~f"~section. (1) The
chief of section commands: REMOVE AXLE.

(2) Nos. 1 to 9 unload the tools 'and accessories
required for assembling the howitzer and place
them on a. paulin 5 feet to the left of the front
axle of the carriage 'transport wagon.

(3) :Kos. 5 to 9 uncouple the howitzer load
prime. mover.'. \iVhichis .then directed into position
at the rear of the carrIage load by the gunner ..

(4) Nos ..7"and 8 remove the trail cross braces.
No. 9 remov~s the wagon lock lever . Nos. 9 and
10 then remove the loading ramp, and place it on
the paulin>. :. '

(5) Nos'. r"to 6 remove the top carriage cover
and hand it dowIl to Nos. 7 arid 8, who fold it and

'.;c' ". .-

place it to'tneleft of the paulin. '&.'"
(6)N'Os. ,1 'and 2 extend and fasten the de~

mountable drilwbar. and couple it to the howitzer
load prime mover'.,They then lead the winch cable

. through the slots ir{the wagon. 'l> .. -., ,. ,;'" ."

(7) Nos. 3 to 6 remove the wheel rampf;',;~ndt
place them to the rear. No. 5 removes the trail
support and places it to the right of the trails."

(8) Nos. 7 and 8 remove the spacer bar. They
then remove the loading tray and pass it to No.9,
who 'places it on the paulin. Nos. 7 and 8 then un~
fasten the trail floats and drop them to the right
side of the trails.

(9) Nos. 4, 6, 7, and 8 place the trail float up~
side down in position under the jack. Assisted by
No.4, No.5 places the bottom of the 'jack in the
socket in the float with the top of the jack tilted
slightly toward the trail ends. No.4 connects the
jack to the winch cable.
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(10) No.3' unfastens the carriage hold-down
colts. No.6 unscrews the inside spade jacks. (No.
6 will unpin the tie beam to facilitate this opera-
tion. ) Nos. 7 and 8 disconnect the inner ends of
the b~ake lines from the wagon frame, and swing
the maneuvering handles of the front axle to
carrying position. (See fig. 34.)

(11)'The gunner and cannoneers stntion them-
selves as follows:

Gunner-In position to signal the driver of
. the howitzer load prime mover.

, No. I-At the winch of the howitzer load
prime mover to guide the cable.

Nos. 2 to 6-A t the trail ends, after assem-
, bling the. trail 'support 'on the trail float.

.. Nos. 7 and 8-At the maneuvering handles
of the front axle.

No.9-In position to signal the driver of
,the carriage load prime mover.

(12) The chief of. seCtion verifies that the built-
in,. jack ,is at tl?;e proper angle. He then directs
raIsing the frame of the wagon free of the. axle,
k,eeping a constant watch to see that the jack
angle does not become too acute.

(13) When so directed by the chief of section,
N"0.9 signals the driver of the carriage load prime
!'hover to move forward.

(14) The front axle is pulled off to one side.
N"os.7 and 8 support the axle extension until the

. Prime mover stops and then, assisted by Nos. 5
a~d 6, uncouple the axle from the prime mover.

(15) Nos. 2 to 6 place the trail ~upport and
float under the trail ends. As soon as the trail ..
SUpport is in position, Nos. 5 and 6 a~sist Nos. 7
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and 8 in uncoupling the front axle from the' car-.
riage load prime mover.

(16) The chief of section directs the lowering
of the load until the trails rest on the trail sup-
port and the trail traveling supports can be folded
out.

(17) When the trail traveling supports clear
the trails, they are removed by Nos. 3 to 6.

(18) The chief of section directs the raising
of the wagon frame until the trails clear the trail
support. He then directs Nos. 2 to 6 to remove the
float and trail support and to place the float to the
right rear.

(19) The chief of section directs the lowering
of the trails to the ground.

34. TO REMOVE CARRIAGE FROM TRANSPORT WAGON.
The command is: REMOVE CARRIAGE.

a. Description of operation. (1) The carriage load
prime mover is brought to the trail ends and its
winch attached to the trails.

(2) The built-in jack of the carriage wagon is
disconnected from the winch of the howitzer load
prime mover and replaced in traveling position.
The jack float is moved to the left rear. The car-
riage guide bars are raised to the middle position.

(3) The carriage is pulled off the wagon onto
the ground by the prime mover, using' the winch
line as a tow cable. (See fig. 37.) Just before the
front of the bottom carriage is pulled off the wag-
on, blocking is placed under the bottom carriage
to prevent tipping when the howitzer is mounted.
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Note. If' the carriage wagon is to be left disassembled
while the howitzer is in position, the air reservoir is
drained and the wagon is dragged to a point 6 feet from
the bottom carriage to facilitate later replacement of the
front axle.

(4) The panoramic telescope is installed in its
mount 8nd the alignment of the carriage along
the direction of fire is checked by the executive,
with an aiming circle. If the orientation of the
carriage is unsatisfactory, the carriage load prime'
mover is used to pull the carriage into the correct
position.

b. Detailed duties of members of section. (1) The
chief of section commands: REMOVE CARRI-
AGE.

(2) No.' 9 directs the driver of the carriage
load prime mover to back toward the trail ends.

(3) Nos. 7, 8, and 9 extend the winch of the
carriage load prime mover and fasten it to the
trails.

(4) No. 4 disconnects the winch cable of the
howitzer load prime mover from the built-in jack.

(5) No.5, assisted by No.4, replaces the built-
.•1 jack in traveling position. Nos.' 4, 6, 7, and 8
move the trail float to the left rear.

(6) Nos. 5 and 6 raise and lock the carriage
guide bars in the middle position.

(7) The chief of section verifies that the bed
of the wagon has been cleared so that the carriage
may be removed without, interference.

Note. The chief of section must pay particular attention
to the cables of the built-in jack and to the' clamps which
secure the loading" ramp rack in traveling position. If the
cables protrude abov:e the bed of the wagon, they maybe
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cut by the bottom carriage: If. the clamps are above the
bed of the wagon, they will be broken off.

(8) At a signal from the chief of section, No.9
directs the driver of the carriage load prime mov-
er to pull the carriage onto the ground. No. 8 will
guide the winch line onto the drum during ...this
operation.

(9) Nos. 1 and 2 place blocking under the bot-
tom carriage just before it clears the frame of the
Wagon. . .

(10) Nos. 1 and 2 rewind the winch cable of
the howitzer load prime mover "'~n the winch
drum.

(11) The gunner installs the panoramic tele-
scope in its mount and checks the orientation of
the carriage under the direction of the executive.

(12f' Nos. 7, '8, and 9, after the orientation of
the carriage has been checked, remove the winch
line from the trail ends and rewind the winch ca- ,
ble. No.9 then signals the driver to move out. '

35. TO PREPARECARRIAGE TO RECEIVECANNON WAG-
ON. The command is: TRAILS PARALLEL.

a. Description of operation. (1) The platforms are
bolted in the open position.

(2) 'The trail locking key is removed, the trails
are spread to the parallel position, and the spacer
bar is inserted and pinned to the ends of the tie
heam. (See fig. 38.)

Note. When possible, trails are spread by hand. This
~ethod is preferred. However, under some conditions this
IS' impracticable and jacks must be employed. One trail is
raised by means of a jack and the other trail spread. The
Second trail is then jacked up and the first trail spread.
Crowbars are used to break the trails apart initially and
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may be used to assist in further spreading. Under some
conditions it may oe necessary to use the winch of the
carriage load prime mover to spread the trails, but since
this method will result in excessive disturbance of the
ground around the howitzer position and thus increases
camouflage difficulties, it should be used only as a last
resort.

(3) The wheel rampH are placed on the ends of
the trails.

Figure 38. Sparer bar lorking trails parallrl.
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(4) The position of the rear parapet of each
spade pit is marked out. Excavation of the spade
pits is started.

Note. In the winch method of assembly of. the howitzer,
the following procedure is prescribed for marking out the
rear parapets of the spade pits. With the trails parallel
~o the center line of the bottom carriage, pins axe driven
Into the ground just outside each trail at points 88 inches
from the ends of the trails. Next, marks are made on the
trails 124 inches from the trail ends. Pins are driven into
the ground 88 inches from the trails along lines perpendic-

. ular to the trails at these marks. The two points thus
fiJC.edoutside each trail determine the line of the rear
Wall of the spade pits.
. The general shape of the recoil pit is outlinen by the
Inside edges of the trails when spread, by a curved line
131;2 inches (gun 26% inches) from the rear of the
?ottom carriage, and by a more gradually curved line 24
Inches (gun 12 inches) in front of the loading ramp
rack. The depth of all pits and the slope of their walls are
determined from the depth templates. (See fig. 51 and par.
72.)

b. Detailed duties of members of section. (1) The
chief of section commands: TRAILS PARAL-
LEL .

. (2) Nos. 4 and 5 then bolt the swinging plat-
forms in the open position.

(3) No.9 gets a sledge and removes the trail
locking key. .

(4) No.7 gets two crowbars and brings them
to the ends of the trails. .
. (5) Nos. 1 to 9 spread the trails by hand. If
J.a.cks are required, Nos. 1, 8, and 9 procure the
~acks and operate them. If the prime mover winch
IS required, No.9 attaches the winch to the trails_
and the gunner directs the driver. In any case,
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Nos. 7 and 8 insert the spacer bar and lock the
ends of the tie beam to it.

(6) Nos. 3 to 6 place the wheel ramps on the,
ends of trails.

(7) The ammunition corporal, assisted by No.
9, marks out the position of the rear parapet of
each sp:lde pit, as del:lcribed above. Members of
the ammunition squad designated by the ammu.
nition corporal dig the spade pits. .

36. TO PLACE HOWITZER IN CARRIAGE. The command.
is: MOUNT HOWITZER. .

a. qescription of operation. (1) The howitzer load.
is winched on the trails and the spacer links of'
t",hewagon are attached to the top carriage. While
the cannon wagon is being winched toward the
trail ends, the over-all cover is removed, the muz~
zle cover is remov~d, templates are removed
the bed of the wagon, and the howitzer and cradle
are disconnected from the transport wagon. .

(2) The winch line is disconnected from the
transport wagon and attached to one end of the'
winch line extension cable. The other end of the
extension cable is attached to the winch fitting at
the front end of the cradle.

N ole. The winch line extension cable is supplied with.
section equipment so that the recoil bearing surface of the'
tube will not be scarred by the winch cable. The exten'
sion cable, which is %, inch in diameter, is small enough
to fit down into the groove in the top carriage roller with'
out touching the recoil bearlng surface of the tube.

(3) The muzzle of the howitzer is rai~ed witb
the screw jacks and lifting saddle until the tube.
support halves of the transport wagon can
folded out.
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, (4) The muzzle is lowered into the top carriage
rOller.

(5) The howitzer is winched up the rails of the
transport wagon until the cradle stops contact
the false cradle.

(6) The closed eyes of the screw jacks are
Connected to the cradle jack yokes, the jack yokes
are bolted into lifting position, and the breech end
of the howitzer is raised off the transport wagon.

(7) The cannon wagon is disconnected from
the top carriage and removed from the trails. The
platforms are bolted in the closed position.

(8) The howitzer is lowered with the jacks un-
til the cradle cap screw lugs rest on the front of
the false cradle. The eyes of the jacks are then
released from the jack yokes, and the open ends
~laced on the jack yokes. The breech of the how-
Itzer is then jacked down until the seats on the
cradle contact those in the false cradle.

Note. In all jacking operations great care must be taken
~o.prevent damage to the jacks. While the howitzer is
eIng lifted as described in (3) above, the jacks must be

~erpendicular to the tube. Equal strain must be kept on
'l'0~h jacks, and they must be operated at the same speed.
. hIs is accomplished by having the chief of section count
at each revolution of the jack handles. Similarly when
the breech end of the howitzer is being lowered as de-
scribed in (8) above, the strain on the jacks and their
SPeed of operation must be equal. In the final jacking op-
eration described in (8) above, jacking must stop as soon
~s t~e seats on the cradle contact those in the false cradle.

. t WIll be noted that when this contact is n1ade, clearance
. still exists between the bolting lugs on the cradle and the

top of the false cradle.
(9) The howitzer is bolted into position in the--
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false cradle and the cradle jack yokes are bolted
into firing position.

b. Detailed duties of members of section. (1) The
chief of section commands: MOUNT HOWITZ~
ER.

(2) Nos. 1, 2, and 3 extend the winch cable of
the howitzer load prime mover and attach it to the
rear of the howitzer wagon. No.1 then stands by
the winch to guide the cable during the winching'
operation.

(3) No.4 drains the air reservoir of the can~
non wagon.

(4) Nos. 5 to 9 attach the hand maneuvering'
bar "tQthe drawbar of the howitzer wagon.

(5) The gunner stations himself to relay the
signals of the chief of section to the driver of the
howitzer load prime mover.

(6) With Nos. 5 to 9 standing by the maneu~
vering bar to steer the wagon, the thief of sec~
tion causes the cannon wagon to be winched uP,
the trails.

(7) Nos. 1 to 4 remove the howitzer cover,
muzzle cover, templates, and tube hold-down strap,
and unfasten the cradle locking clamps. Nos. 3 ano
4 remove the screw jacks from the cannon wagoIl
and place them in the carriage jack arms. Nos. 1
to 4 remove the taper stud bolts and cap screwS
from the false cradle and clean and lubricate the
seats and keyways.

(8) Nos. 5 and 6 connect the spacer links to the
top carriage.

(9) No.4 closes the petcock on the air reser-
voir of the cannon wagon.
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(10) Nos. 1 and 2 disconnect the winch cable
from the wagon and attach it to the winch line
extension cable. They attach the other end of thE
extension cable to the cradle.

(11) Nos. 7 and 8 take the lifting saddle from
the wagon and hand it to Nos. 5 and 6, who, as-
~isted by Nos. 3 and 4, place it in position on the
.Jacks for lifting the tube. (See fig. 39.)

Figure .79. Plaring liflin!! saddll' prl'paralory If) liflin!! II/!JI' .

. (12) Nos. 1 to 4, working in shifts, and Sliper-
~<.;ed by the chief of section, jack up the tube.
N hen the howitzer has cleared the support halves.

o. 7 commands STOP, and Nos. 7 and 8 fold th
~u. Pport halves outward.
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(13) Nos. 1 to 4, supervised by the chief of
tion, lower the tube until it rests on the top
riage roller. They continue to lower on the jackS
until the lifting saddle is free of the tube and
be dropped to the ground. When the lifting sad,
die has been removed, they shorten the jacks
preparation for li~ting the breech.t

(14) While operation (13) above is being per'
formed, Nos. 5 to 9 remove the maneuvering bat
from the drawbar of the cannon wagon and
the wagon to the carriage load prime mover. J.

N ~te. The carriage load prime mover should be couple
to the cannon wagon and all brakes set before the
er is winched up the rails of the wagon. j

(15) The chief of' section, his signals relaye~
by the gunner, causes the howitzer to be winched
up the rails of the wagon until the cradle
contact the false cradle" No. 1 guides the
onto the winch drum -during this operation.

(16) Nos. 1 and 2 attach the screw jacks t~
the cradle jack yokes, and Nos. 3 and 4 bolt the
jack yokes into lifting position. .

(17) Nos. 1 and 2, supervised by the chief
section, jack up the howitzer. No.7 eommand:1STOP as soon as the cradle locking lugs clear th

J
wagon rails. Nos. 5 and 6 disconnect the space
links from the top carriage.

(18) The chief of section, his signals relaye
by No.9, causes the driver of the carriage
prime mover to pull the cannon wagon from
trails. Nos. 4 and 5 bolt the platforms in the
position.
80 (19) Nos. 1 to 4, supervised by the chief of seel
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tion; jack the howitzer into the false cradle as de-
. scribed in a (8) above.

(20) Nos. 1 and 2 insert and tighten the stud
bolts. . .

Note. The stud bolts must be tightened before the cap
I screws are drawn down. Do not tighten the cradle cap

screws.

(21) Nos. 3 and 4 insert and tighten the cradle
cap screws .

.(22) Nos. 1 and 2 remove the jacks and re-
Place them in position on the cannon wagon.

(23) Nos. 3 and 4 bolt the cradle jack yokes in-
to firing position. .

(24) Nos. 7 and 8 unfasten the winch line from
the extension cable and, under the direction of the
?unner, rewind it on the winch drum of the how-
It .Zer load prime mover. They then remove the
exfension cable from the cradle and place it on the
PaUlin. Nos. 5 and 6 return the lifting saddle and
hand maneuvering barto traveling position on the
cannon wagon.

37. TO COMPLETE EMPLACEMENT OF HOWITZER. The
command is: TRAILS.

Q. Description of operation. (1) The spades are re-
tnoved from the carriage transport wagon and
Placed in the spade pits. (If the spade pits have
~o~been completed, they must be finished before
hIs operation can be performed.) The spades

should be removed to the sides of the wagon,
~ather than to the rear, to prevent damage to the
rake handles. .
(2) The wheel ramps and spacer bar are re-

tno'vedfrom the trails.
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(3) The trails are spread and the trail tJ
beam is locked in firing position. The ends of th~
loading ramp rack are clamped in firing position.

(4) The trails are raised by jacks and the
noats attached.. ,

(5) The spades are hung on the trails and the
spade jacks screwed into them.

(6) The recoil pit is dug.

b. Detailed duties of members of section. (1) The)
chief of section commands: .TRAILS.

(2) Nos. 1, 3, 5, and 7 remove the spades fo f
the right trail from the carriage transport
and drop them into the right spade pit.

(3) Nos. 2, 4, 6, and 8 remove the spades fo
the left trail f~om the carriage tr~nsport
and drop them Into the left spade PIt.

(4) Nos. 3 to 6 remove the wheel ramps fr0Jl1
the trails.

(5 ) Nos. 7 and 8 remove the spacer bar
the trails.

(6) Nos. 1 to 9 spread the trails and place the
ttrail tie beam in firing position. Nos. 7 and 8 in'

sert the locking pins in the trail tie beam and NO':
9 clamps the ends of the loading ramp rack intO
firing position. The procedure described in par9':
grah. 35a (2) is followed. (If the trails must bel
raised with jacks, the floats may be attached 8t,
this time.)

(7) Nos. 1, 3, 5, and 7 attach the right float to'
the trail. No. 9 inserts the locking key.

(8) Nos. 2, 4, 6, and 8, attach the left float to
the trail. The gunner inserts the locking key. 1/
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~he trail float is used as a base plate for the built-in jack, .
It should not be assembled to the trail until the carriage
'Wagon is reassembled.

(9) If'it is necessary to jack up the trails to
attach the floats, the jacks are operated by Nos.
1, 2, 8, and 9.
. (10) Nos. 1, 3, 5, and 7 hang the spades on the

rIght trail and screw the spade jacks into them. .
I (11) Nos. 2, 4, 6, and 8 hang the spades on the
eft trail and screw the spade jacks into them.

(12) As soon as the trails are spread, members
~f the ammunition squad, under the direction of
he ammunition corporal, dig the recoil pit.

i

1

38. TO REASSEMBLE CARRIAGE TRANSPORT WAGON •
. b lInless it is anticipated that the howitzer will
, placed in traveling position by winch method
~Ithin a short time, the carriage wagon should
r'1e reassembled and removed. The command is:
vARRIAGE WAGON.. . ,

o. Description of operation. (1) The carriage wag-
On •b IS dragged backward by the demountable draw-
ar to give sufficient room to replace the front

aXle, and to couple the prime mover to it.
(2) The winch cable' of the howitzer load prime

~over i~ paid out through the slots provided in
e carnage wagon .

. (3) The built-in jack is placed in upright po-
:ltion. The trail float is placed in position under
1he bUilt-in jack. The winch cable of the howitzer
0ad prime mover is attached to the built-in jack.
f (4) The frame' of the wagon is raised and the
~o!lt axle moved into position. The frame of the

agon is lowered onto the axle, the wagon lock
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lever is in~erted, and' brake connections are atj
tached.

(5) The winch cable of the howitzer load prim
mover is unfastened from the built-in jack and re1
wound on its drum. The built-in jack is
in traveling position.

(6) The left float is assembled to the left traiIj
(7) The demountable drawbar is uncoupled!

from the howitzer load prime mover ~nd
in traveling position.

(8) The wheel ramps, spacer bar, trail sup'
port, trail cross braces, and trail traveling
ports are replaced on the wagon. The howitzet~
load prime mover is coupled to the wagon and
wagon is :removed. '

b. Detailed duties of members of section. (1) The
chief of section commands: CARRIAGE WAG'
ON.

(2) No.1 drains the air reservoir.
(3) Following 'signals from the chief of sec'l

tion, the gunner directs the driver of the howitzet
load prime mover to pull the carriage wagon awa~
from the carriage. '

(4) Nos. 1 and 2 lead the winch cable througb
the slots in the carriage wagon.

(5) Nos. 4, 6, 7, and 8 place the trail float i~
position under the jack. Assisted by No.4, No.5
places the bottom of the jack on the trail float.
(The jack should be at a greater angle tha~
when the front axle is removed.) No.4 connectS
the jack to the winch cable.

(6) The gunner and cannoneers station theIl1'
selves as follows:
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Gunner-In position to signal the driver of
the howitzer load prime mover.

No. I-At the winch of the howitzer load
prime mover to guide the cable.

No.2-At the left wheel of the front axle.
No.3-At the right wheel of the front

axle.
Nos. 4 to 6-At the drawbar of 'the front

axle. .
Nos. 7 and 8-At the maneuvering handles

of the front axle.
No.9-At the drawbar of the front axle.

.. (7) The chief of section verifies that the built-
1 • .n Jack is at the proper angle. He then directs the
raising of the frame of the wagon until it is high
enOugh to allow replacement of the front. axle .

.(8) Nos. 2 to 9 maneuver the front axle into
Position so that the axle extension fits into the
~Ye on the wagon frame and so that the recess
Or the wagon frame lug is directly below the lug.

th (9) The chief of section directs the lowering of
e wagon frame onto the front axle .

. (10) No.9 replaces the wagon lock lever and
PIns it in position. Nos. 7 and 8 connect the inner
ends of the brake lines to the fittings on the wag-
on frame.
b ~II) No.4 releases the winch cable from the
Ullt-in jack.

d (12) Nos. 1 and 2 uncouple the demountable
bra"':bar from the prime mover, place the d~aw-
car In traveling position, and rewind the wmch
able on the winch drum .

. (13) No.5, assisted by No. 4, replaces the built-
In jack in traveling position.
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. .
(14) Nos. 4, 6, 7, and 8 remove the trail float

from under the built-in jack and attach the floatt
to the left trail. The gunner inserts the lockini
key.. . t

(15) No.5 replaces the trail support in travel"
ing position.

(16) Nos. 7 and 8 replace the spacer bar in traV-
eling position and place the trail cross braces
and trail traveling supports in the bed of the
on. ,

(17) Nos. 3 to 6 replace the wheel ramps
traveling position. .

(18) The gunner directs the driver of the how-
itzer load prime mover into position for coupling
to the carriage wagon.

(19) Nos. 5 to 9 raise the drawbar of the wag-
on and couple it to the howitzer load prime mover.

(20) The gunner signals the driver of the how-
itzer load prime mover to move out.
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SECTION VIII
TO PREPARE HOWITZER FOR TRAVELING

(WINCH METHOD)--
39. TO EXECUTE MARCH ORDER (WINCH METHOD). The
command is: MARCH ORDER.

a. At this command, the howitzer is disas-
sembled, loaded on the transport wagons, and
Prepared for traveling. (See par. 40.)

b. In the preliminary instruction of the howitzer
sections and whenever conditions require close
supervision of the detailed duties of individual
cannoneers, preparing the howitzer for travel by
Winch method is executed in successive steps by
the use of the following commands: 1. BY DE-

'rAIL~,2. MARCH ORDER, 3. TRAILS PARAL-
LEL, 4. DISMOUNT HOWITZER, 5. PREPARE
CARRIAGE, (6. PLACE \VAGON), 7. LOAD
CARRIAGE, 8. FILL PIT.

c. Upon completion of the duties prescribed in
~ny. given step, the cannoneers will either take
fheIr. posts ?r. take positi.ons preparatory to per-
armIng theIr duties in the next step, as may be

Prescribed by the chief of section. When the can-
~oneers are sufficiently instructed, all steps will
1\; executed successively at the single command:
4vIARCHORDER.

~o. OPERATIONS FOR MARCH ORDER. a. The howitzer
IS disassembled and prepared for traveling by the
i?lIowing operations (duties of individuals are
Isted in pars. 41 to 46 incl.) :
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(1) The howitzer is placed at minimum eleva

tion a~d center traverse. The road locks are fas
tened. The spades and floats are detached
the trails. The trails are placed in parallel posi,
tion and the spacer bar is inserted.

(2) The breech end of the howitzer is jacke
up from the false cradle.

(3) The cannon wagon is backed up the trails
and bolted to the top carriage.

(4) The breech end of the howitzer is lowere
until the cradle locking lugs rest on the wagon-
The howitzer is winched down the rails of the
wagon and the muzzle jacked up until the tube
support halves can be pinned in traveling position .

. The howitzer is lowered, jacks removed, and the
howitzer secured to the wagon for travel.

(5) The cannon wagon is unbolted from the
top carriage and removed from the trails.

(6) The spacer bar is removed and the trails
closed.

(7) If the carriage wagon was assembled and
removed when the howitzer was emplaced, it is
brought to the front of the carriage, the front
axle removed, and the bed of th~ wagon placed
in position so that the' carriage may be winched
onto it.

(8) The carriage is winched onto the carriage
wagon.

(9) The front axle is replaced under the car'
riage wagon and the carriage secured for travel.

(10) The recoil and spade pits are filled.
b. In general, odd numbered cannoneers worY

on the right and even numbered cannoneers wor~
on the left. l\iembers of the section (especiallY
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Nos. 10 to 18) not assigned a specific duty in' any
OPeration assist wherever needed. Nos. 10 to 18
are not assigned specific duties, but are employed
~nder the direction of the ammunition corporal
In filling the pits and loading ammunition.

c. The chief of section directs the operations,
giving such orders, instructions, and signals as
tnay be required to expedite and coordinate the
work. The mechanic, the ammunition corporal,
~?d the 'gunner assist in supervising subopera.
bans as prescribed or as may be directed by the
chief of section .
. .d. So far as practicable, tools and equipment
wiII be loaded in such order that those articles
which will be needed first on arriving ata subse.
~uent position will be available without disturb.
lng the articles needed later .
. e. After the loads have been prepared for travel.
lng, the chief of section, assisted by the members
~f the section, makes an inspection to verify that
he loads are well protected and secured and re-

Ports to the executive, "Sir, No. (so-and-so) in
order," or reports any defects which the section
cannot remedy without delay.

41. 'TO PREPARE CARRIAGE TO RECEIVE CANNON WAG-
ON., The corrimand is: TRAILS PARALLEL.

0. Description of operation. '(1) The howitzer is
Placed at center traverse depre3sed to minimum
el 'evation, and the road locks are secured. The pan.
o~arnic telescope (and the telescope mount exten.
SIOn) are placed in the carrying case, and covers . r

ate installed on the elevation quadrant and tele.
8,cope mount.
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(2) The spade jacks are unscrewed from the
spades and placed in their traveling brackets.
spades are unhooked from the trails and droppecf
into the spade pits.

(3) The trails are jacked up and the floats re~
moved.

(4) The ends of the loading ramp rack are
clamped into traveling position. The trail tie
beam is unlocked and the trails swung to the
allel position. (See par. 35a (2) for detailed
dure.) .

(5) The spacer bar is inserted and pinned to
the ends of the tie beam. The wheel ramps are;
placed on the ends of the trails.

b. D~tailed duties of members of section. (1) The
chief of section commands: TRAILS PARAL}
LEL.

(2) The gunner places the howitzer in centet~
traverse, removes the panoramic telescope (andj
telescope mount extension) from the mount and
puts them in the carrying case, and puts the cov~
er on the telescope mount.

(3) No.1 puts the cover on the elevation quad~
rant, directs Nos. 2 and 3 to depress the how~
itzer to minimum elevation, and locks the eleva~
tion brake in traveling position.

(4) Under the direction of No.1; Nos. 2 and 3
depress the howitzer to minimum elevation. No.2
secures the left road lock. No.3 secures the right
road lock.

(5) Nos. 4 and 5 close the breech. Nos. 4 and 5
replace the breech cover. No. 4 replaces the oiler,
primer seat cleaning reamer, vent cleaning bit,
waste and wiping cloths in the section chest.
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to the demountable drawbar. The winch cable J
then spooled out and attached to one end of th

twinch line extension cable. The other end of
extension cable is attached to the cradle.

(2) The cradle jack yokes are bolted in'liftin
position and the screw jacks installed with th,
open end on the jack yokes. The jacks are the'
tightened and the stud bolts and cap screws
moved. The jacks are raised until they are free'
The closed eyes of the jacks are then attached tt
the yokes, and the breech of the howitzer is raise~
for loading on the cannon wagon. The platform
are bolted in the open position. I

(3) The cannon wagon is coupled to the frol1
pintle of the howitzer load prime mover. The ai,
reservoir of the wagon is drained and the

. wagon backed up the trails of the carriage unt'
the spacer links can be bolted to the top carriage

Note. The cannon wagon may also' be backed up th
trails by the winch of the carriage load prime movet
The prime mover is uncoupled from the demountabl
drawbar and moved slightly to the left of the line 0

fire so that the winch line when extended will not interfet
with the carriage wagon. The winch line is spooled oLl
and passed between the bottom carriage and the left re9
platform, to the left of the traversing arc and to tn
right of the left trail. A short length of chain ,is wrappe
around the nearer bogie axle (rear axle in traveli!l
position) and the winch line fastened to it. The point 0

attachment to the axle should be at the left end (righ
end in traveling position) close to the brake fittingS'
When the winch line is chained in this, position, intet
ference between the cable and the platform will be e.l
a minimum while the wagon is on the trails.

(4) The cannon wagon is uncoupled from tv
front pintle of the howitzer loadprime mover, tv
92
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I PrI:ne mover is reversed, and the wagon coupled
to Its rear pintle.

(5) The winch of the howitzer load prime mov-
er is spooled out and attached to the howitzer.

(6) The breech end of the howitzer is lowered
Until the cradle locking lugs rest on the midspan
rails of the wagon. The jacks are unfastened and
the cradle jack yokes bolted in traveling position.

(7) The howitzer is winched down the rails of
the wagon. The winch of the carriage load prime
tnover is paid out slowly to prevent the howitzer
from sliding too fast. (See fig. 40.)
. (8) The winch line of .the carriage load prime
tnover is removed from the extension cable and
~he extension cable from the cradle. The tube lift-
Ing saddle is installed on the jacks.
t (9) The muzzle of the howitzer is raised until.
he tube support halves can be placed in traveling

Dosition and secured. It is then lowered onto the
tUbe support. During this operation, the stud bolts
and cap screws are replaced in the false cradle.
t (10) The howitzer is secured to the ~agon for
ravel and the jacks and lifting saddle are re-

Dlaced in traveling position on the wagon. The
~pacer links are unfastened from the top carriage,
he howitzer load is removed from the trails, cov-

ers are placed on the howitzer, and the templates
are replaced on the bed of the wagon.

h
b. Detailed duties of members of section. (1) The

C •

l
Ief of section commands: DISl\10UNT HOW-
l'ZER. .
. (2) The gunner directs the driver of the car-

l'Iage load prime mover as he brings the carriage
Wagon 'into position in front of the carriage. Nos.
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1 to 5 uncouple the prime mover. (This operation
?oes not apply if the carriage wagon has been left
In position.) ,

(3) Nos. 1 and 2 couple the prime mover to the
demountable drawbar of the carriage wagon. They
then extend the winch cable of the prime mover
and attach it to the winch line extension cable.
They attach the other end of the extension cable
to the cradle.

(4) Nos. 3 and 4 remove the screw jacks from
t?eir traveling sockets and place them in the ~ar-
:lage jack arms. They then bolt the jack yokes
In lifting position .
. (5) Nos. 3 and 4 place the open ends of the
Jacks on the jack yokes and extend the jacks until
~ey are tight. Nos. 1 and 2 remove the stud bolts.

os. 3 and 4 remove the cap screws.
b (6) Nos. 1 to 8, working in shifts, raise the
reech end of the howitzer as described in a (2)

above. Nos. 4 and 5 then bolt the platforms in the
oPen position.
. (7) While operations (2) to (6) above are be-
~ng performed, No. 9 directs the driver of the
OWltzer load prime mover in placing the cannon

~agon in prolongation of the trails. Nos. 5 to 9
hen uncouple the wagon from the rear pintle of

~e prime mover and couple it to the front pintle.
o. 7 drains the air reservoir of the wagon. .

. N Ole. If the winch of the carriage load prime mover
lS to b . 't' N1 e used to pull the cannon wagon mto POSl lOn, os.
, 2, and 3 uncouple the demountable drawbarfrom the

carriage load prime mover extend the winch line, and
fa tS en the winch line to the cannon wagon axle. (See a (3)
above.) They recouple the prime mover and fasten the
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winch line to the winch line extension cable when th.!
operation is completed. Nos. 5 to 9 uncouple the howitzettload prime mover from the cannon wagon and attachithe hand maneuvering bar to the drawbar. When
operation is completed', they recouple the howitzer load

tprime mover to the cannon wagon. No.7 drains the ait
freservoir of the cannon wagon before the winching t

/ operation and closes the petcock when the wagon iS
bolted to the top carriage.' ,

(8) The chief of section directs the driver oft
the howitzer load prime mover in placing the
on on the trails. ,

(9) Nos. 5 and 6 connect the spacer links tOt'
the top carriage.

(10) Nos. 5 to 9 uncouple .the cannon wagol1
from. the front pintle of the prime mover and
couple it to the rear pintle. They then extend the
winch of the prime mover and attach" it to the
howitzer.

(11) Nos. 7 and 8 remove the howitzer lifting
saddle and fold out the support halves.

(12) Nos. 1 and 2 lower the jacks until the
cradle locking lugs rest on the mid-span rails. They

. then release the jacks from the jack yokes but
continue to extend the jacks in preparation fot
their use with the howitzer saddle. Nos. 3 and 4
bolt the jack yokes in traveling position.

(13) The chief of section, his signals relayed
by the gunner and No.9, directs the winching of
the howitzer onto the transport wagon. No. 8
guides the winch line of the howitzer load prime
mover onto the drum.

(14) Nos. 1 and 2 disconnect the winch cable
of the carriage load prime mover from the e"~
tension cable and the extension' cable from the
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cradle. Nos. 7, 8, and 9 disconnect the winch cable
?f the howitzer load prime mover from the how-
Itzer and rewind the winch cable. .

(15) Nos. 7 and 8 hand the tube lifting saddle
to Nos. 5 and 6, who, assisted by Nos. 3 and 4,
fix the screw jacks and lifting saddle in lifting
Position.

(16) Nos. 1 to 8, working in shifts, jack up
the muzzle of the howitzer. The two cannoneers
not occupied on the jacks replace the stud bolts
and cap screws in the false cradle.

(17) When the howitzer has been jacked suffi-
.ciently high, No.7 calls STOP. Nos. 7 and 8 swing
the tube support halves under th~ tube, and No.8'
con~ects the halves together.

(18) Nos. 3 and 4 lower the tube onto'the tube
SUPPort and, assisted by Nos. 5 and 6, remove the
screw jacks and lifting saddle. Nos. 3 and 4 re-
Place the jacks in their traveling sockets.

(19) Nos. 5 and 6 r'elease the spacer links from
. the top carriage and return the lifting saddle to

traveling position on the wagon.
b (20) The chief of section, his signals relayed
Y No.9, directs the driver of the howitzer load

Prime mover to remove the wagon from the trails.
(21 ) Nos. 1 and 2 fasten the cradle locking

clamps and tube hold-down strap and place the
~rnPlates in the bed of the wagon. Assisted by ,

Os. 3 and 4, Nos. 1 and 2 install the muzzle cover
(Plug) on the howitzer.

43. TO PREPARE CARRIAGE FOR LOADING. The com-
mand is: PREPARE CARRIAGE.

a. Description of, operation. (1) The ~heel ramps



and float keys are removed from the ends of the
trails. The spacer bar is removed, and the trail
tie beam is pinned in traveling position. The trails
are closed and locked.

(2) The left float is placed in position near the
wagon jack and the right float is placed in front
of the carriage in a convenient position for as~
sembly to the trail support. The. platforms are
bolted il'. the closed position, and the front plat~
form ladder is folded to traveling position and se~
cured.

(3) If the carriage wagon is not disassembled,
the operations described in paragraph 44 must be
performed at this time.

b. Detailed duties of members of section. (1) The
chief of section commands: PREP ARE. CAR~
RIAGE.

(2) Nos. 3 to 6 remove the wheel ramps from
the trails and place them in a convenient place
for loading on the carriage wagon.

(3) Nos. 7 and 8 unpin the trail tie beam from
the spacer bar, remove the spacer bar, and swing'
the tie beam to traveling position. No.7 places the
spacer bar in a convenient place for loading on the
carriage wagon.

(4) Nos. 1 to 9 close the trails. No.9 inserts the
trail locking key. '

(5) Nos. 6 to 9 place the left float in positioIl
near the wagon jack.

(6) No.3 folds the front platform ladder into
tra veling position, and No. 2 pins the crank han"
dIe on the front elevating handwheel in traveling'
position. Nos. 4,and 5 bolt the platforms in the
closed position. .
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44. TO DISASSEMBLE CARRIAGE WAGON. If the car-
riage wagon is not already disassembled and in
Position to load the carriage, the command is:
PLACE WAGON .
. a. Description of operation. (1) The built-in jack
1S set in position on the trail float. The winch cable
of the carriage load prim,e mover is extended
through the slots in the carriage wagon and fas-
tened to the jack.

(2) The wagon lock lever is removed, the in-
ner ends of the brake lines are released, and the
maneuvering handles of the front axle are swung
.to carrying position.

(3) The frame of the wagon is raised with
the built-in jack and the front axle removed. The
bed of the wagon is lowered to the ground. The
winch cable is unfastened from the built-in jack
~nd returned to the winch drum. The built-in jack
Is replaced in traveling position and the trail float
removed from beneath the wagon. The air reser-
\Toir is drained.

(4) The howitzer load prime mover is un-
coupled from the howitzer load and backed into
Position in the rear of the carriage. Its winch ca-
ble is extended over the top carriage roller and
attached to the frame of the .carriage wagon. The
Car' .rlage wagon is winched toward the carnage
~ntil the end of the wagon frame is approximate-
y 6 feet from the bottom carriage. During this
OPeration the driver of the carriage load prime
lb.over will back his vehicle slowly toward the
Carriage. The winch of the howitzer load prime
lb.over is removed from the carriage wagon and
rewound on the. winch drum. The howitzer load
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. t
prime mover is then coupled to the cannon
on.

Note. It may be necessa.ry to use crowbars to guide the
wagon as it is winched toward the ca.rriage. It may also'
be necessary to dig a small trench for the end of the wag.'
on frame in order to allow the bottom carriage to slide
easily onto the wagon. .

b. Detailed duties of members of section. (l) The
chief of section commands: PLACE WAGON.

(2) Nos. 1 and 2 lead the winch cable of
carriage load prime mover through the slots ill
the carriage wagon.

(3) NOR. 4, 6, 7, and 8 place the trail ftoatill,
position under the jack. Assisted by No.4, No. 5
places the bottom of the, jack on the trail ftoat'l
No. 4. connects the jack to the winch cable.

(4) No.9 removes the wagon lock lever. .
(5) Nos. 7 and 8 release the inner ends of

brake lines from the wagon frame. They then.
swing the maneuvering handles of the front axle
to the carrying position.

(6) The gunner and cannoneers station them~
selves as follows:

Gunner-In position to signal the driver of
the carriage load prime mover.

No. I-At the winch of the carriage load
prime mover to guide the cable.

No.2-At the left wheel of the front axle.
No.3-At the right wheel of the front

axle.
Nos. 4, 5, and 6-At the drawbar of the

front axle.
Nos. 7 and 8-A t the maneuvering handleS

of the front axle.
No.9-At the drawbar of the front axle.
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(7) The chief of section verifies that the built-
in jack is at the proper angle. He then directs the
raising of the frame of the wagon until it is high
enough to allow removal of the front axle.

(8) Nos. 2 to 9 remove the front axle.
(9) The chief of section directs the lowering

of the wagon frame to the ground.
(10) No.4 releases the winch cable from the

?Uilt-in jack and assists No.5 to replace the jack
In traveling position. Nos. 4, 6, 7, and 8 then re-
lnove the trail float from beneath the wagon. No.
1 drains the air reservoir.

(11) Nos. 5 to 9 uncouple the howitzer load
Drime mover from the howitzer load. No.9 directs
the driver as he backs into position to the rear
of the carriage. Nos. 7, 8, and 9 pull the ,vinch
cable of the howitzer load prime mover over the
top carriage roller and attach it to the frame of
the. carriage wagon.
b (12) The chief of section, his signals relayed
t y the gunner and No.9, directs the winching of
he carriage wagon into position as described in

a(4) above. No.8 guides the winch line onto the
Winch drum.

(13) Nos. 7, 8, and 9 remove the winch cable
fr.om the wagon frame and rewind it on the
~Inch drum. Nos. 5 to 9 then couple the howitzer
°ad to the howitzer load prime mover.

~5. TO LOAD CARRIAGE AND SPADES. The command
IS: LOAD CARRIAGE.

a. Description of operation. (1) The winch line of
the carriage load prime mover is attached to the
front of the carriage. The carriage is winched into
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position on the wagon frame. When the guide barsJ

have cleared the carriage hQ.1d-downbolts,
are dropped to their lowest position. During this'
operation the stud bolts and cap screws are
placed in the false cradle. \

(2) The winch cable of the carriage load
mover is unfastened from the bottom carriage~
and .paid out through the slots provided in the
carrIage wagon.

(3) The built-in jack is placed in upright
sition. The trail float is placed in position
the built-in jack. The winch cable of the carriage

iload prime mover is attached to the built-in
(4) The trail support is assembled to the rig.

trail float. .'
(5) The wagon frame and trails are raised witb

the built-in. jack and the trail support is placed.
under the trail ends..

Note. During all operations involving the. use of the!
built-in jack the chief of section must keep a constant
watch to see that the jack remains at the correct angle t
and winching must be stopped immediately if the
angle becomes too acute.

(6) The trail ends are lowered onto the trail
support and the wagon frame is lowered until the
spade jack saddles can be placed in position.

(7) The wagon frame is raised, the trail sup-
port removed, the wagon frame lowered, the right
float placed on the trails, the wagon frame raised,
and the front axle placed in position under the
wagon frame.

(8) The wagon frame is lowered onto the front
axle. The wagon lock lever is inserted and the in-
ner ends of the brake lines are connected.
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(9) The winch cable is unfastened from the
?Uilt-in jack and rewound on the drum. The built-
In jack is replaced in traveling position.

(10) The wheel ramps, spacer bar, trail sup-
Port, loading tray, and loading ramp are replaced
and secured in traveling position.
b (11) The carriage hold-down bolts, trail cross
races, inside spade jacks, and tie beam are se-.

cured in traveling position.
b (12) The carriage wagon is pulled backward
y the demountable drawbar until there is suffi-

Cient room between the wagon and the pit to allow
.the front draw bar to be coupled to the prime mov-
er. The demountable drawbar is then uncoupled
and placed in traveling position.

(13) Tne carriage load prime mover is coupled
to the carriage load and covers are placed on the
carriage.

(14) The spades are transferred from the pits
and secured on the wagon. In loading spades, care
~hoUld be taken to place two right hand spades or
~o left hand spades together in the center. (A

~Ight hand spade is defined as a spade which m~y
e used on the right side of either trail.) In thIS

\Va •y Interference between the sockets of the two
center spades will be avoided.

h
b. Detailed duties of members of section. (1) The

c .Ief of section commands: LOAD CARRIAGE.
(2) Nos. 1 and 2 attach the winch line of the

C~rriage load prime mover to the front of the car-
rIage. ..
t (3) The chief of section, his signalsr~layed by
he gunner, directs the pulling of the carnage onto
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the ~agon frame. No.1 guides the cable onto thel
winch drum. "

(4) Nos. 5 and 6 lower the guide bars to their
lowest POsib..on as soon as the guide bars have j
cleared the carriage hold-down bolts.

(5) Nos~1 and 2 unfasten the winch cable from
the bottom carriage and extend it through the1
slots in the' carriage wagon.

(6) Nos. 4, 6, 7, and 8 place the trail float up"
side down in position under the jack. Assisted by
No.4, No.5 places the bottom of the built-in jack
on the trail float. No.4 connects the winch cable

. to the built-in jack.
(7) Nos. 2 to 6 assemble the trail support to

the right float and bring it to the ends of the
trails ..

(8) The chief of section, his signals relayed by
the gunner, directs the raising of the wagon
frame and trails.

(9) Nos. 2 to 6 place the trail support and float
under the trail ends. I

(10) The chief of section directs the lowering
of the wagon frame.

(11) Nos. 3 to 6 place the spade jack saddleS
in position on the wagon~

(12) The chief of section directs the raising of
the wagon frame and trails. \

(13) Nos. 2 to 6 remove the float and trail sup"
port.

(14) The chief of section directs the lowering
f the wagon frame to the ground.

(15) Nos. 1 to 6 secure -the right float in traV"
eling position .
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(16) The chief of section directs the raising of
the wagon frame.

(17) Nos. 2 to 9 replace the front axle. (See
Par. 38b (6) and (8).)

(18) The chief of section directs the lowering
of the wagon frame onto the front axle. No. 9 re-
P!aces the wagon lock lever and pins it in posi-
tIon. Nos. 7 and 8 connect the inner ends of the
brake lines to the fittings on the wagon frame.

(19) No.4 releases the winch cable from the
bUilt-in jack. No.5, assisted by No.4, replaces the
bUilt-in jack in traveling position.

(20) Nos. 1 and 2 rewind the winch cable on
the winch drum.

(21) No.5 places the trail support in traveling
Position .

. (22) Nos. 3 to 6 place the wheel ramps in trav-
elIng position.
. (23) Nos. 7 and 8 place the spacer bar in travel-
Ing position. .

(24) No.9 places the loading ramp in traveling
Position.

(25) Nos. 7 and 8 clamp the loading tray in
traveling position.

b
(26) No. 3 fastens the carriage hold-down

olts.
t (~7) No.6 screws the inside spade jack? in~o
heIr traveling sockets. When this operatIOn IS

C~ll1pleted,Nos. 7 and 8 pin the tie beam in trav-
elIng position.

(28) Nos. 7 and 8 fasten the trail cross braces.
(29) Directed by the gunner, the driver of the

carriage load prime mover moves the carriage
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load backwards until there is sufficient room be-l
tween the pit and the wagon for coupling.

(30) Nos.' 1 and 2 uncouple the demountable
drawbar from the carriage load prime mover andl
replace it in traveling position. '

(31) The gunner directs the driver of the car-
riage load prime mover into position for coupling
to the front drawbar.

(32) Nos. 5 to 9 couple the carriage load primelmover to the front drawbar. Nos. ,I to 8 install
the top carriage cover.

(33) Nos. 1 to 9 remove the spades from the
spade pits.

(34) Directed by the gunner, the driver of the
carriage load prime mover moves the carriage
wagon to a convenient position beside the pit for
loading the spades.

(35) Nos. 1 to 9 place the spades in their trav-
eling positions on the carriage wagon. They theJl
load the section tools and accessories on the prime
mover.

46. TO FILL PIT. The command is: FILL PIT. Fill-
ing the pits is accomplished by members of the
ammunition squad under the direction of the am"
munition corporal. Normally, the chief of sec-
tion's command will be given and filling of the
recoil pit begun as soon as the carriage has beeJl
dragged off the pit.
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SECTION IX
FURTHER STEPS IN PREPARATION OF

THE PIECE FOR FIRING

---------------------
~7. TO PREPARE THE PIECE FOR ACTION.' a. The how-
Itzer being assembled in firing position, the com-
mand is : PREPARE FOR ACTION.

b. Duties of individuals are as follows (eachn:an takes his post upon completion of his du-
tIes) :

(1) Chief of section. (0) Supervises the work of
the cannoneers. /

(b) Procures a gunner's quadrant and, assisted
by No.1, verifies the adjustment of the elevation
qUadrant .
. (c) Inspects the materiel and, when all opera-

~~o~~_have been completed, reports to the execu-
IVe, "Sir, No. (so-and-so) in order," or reports

fny defects which he. cannot remedy without de-
ay.

(2) Gunner. (0) Removes the cover from the
llanoramic telescope mount.

(b) Removes the panoramic telescope (and tele-
scope mount extension if necessary) from the car-
tying case and inserts it in the mount.
'f IVote, The telescope mount extension should not be used
1 ,the panoramic telescope can be operated satisfactorily
'WIthout it. Adjustment of the seat for the gunner may
tnake the extension unnecessary.

(c) Verifies the alignment of the panoramic
telescope and the panoramic telescope mount.

(d) Levels the telescope mount.
'(e) Directs the placing of the aiming posts.
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.
(3) No.1. (a) Removes the cover from the ele-

vation quadrant.
(b) Tests the operation of the elevation hand

brake.
(c) Assists the chief of section to verify the

adjustment of the elevation quadrant.
(4) No.2. (a) Disengages the left road lock from

the top carriage.
(b) Pins the elevating crank handle on the front

handwheel in firing position.
(c) Operates the elevating mechanism and re-

ports any maladjustments, particularly in the'
equilibrator system. J

(5) No.3. (a) Disengages the right road lock
from the top carriage. j

(b) Places the front platform ladder in firing
position.

(6) No.4. (a) Swings the left platform into fir"
ing position and bolts it in place (crane method
only). .

(b) Assisted by No.5, removes the breech cov"
er. J

(c) If the MI firing mechanism is used, unlockS
the percussion hammer from the traveling posi..
tion and locks it in the safe position. I"

(d) Assisted by No.5, opens the breech. .
(e) Gets an oiler, primer seat cleaning reamer,

vent cleaning bit, lanyard, waste, and wiping"
cloths.

(f) Examines the breech, to see that it is well
oiled and clean and. that the vent is clear.

(7) No.5. (a) Swings the right platform into,
firing position and bolts it in place (crane method
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(b) Assists No.4 to remove the breech cover.
(c) Removes firing mechanism if Ml firing me-

chanism is used.
(d) Assists No. 4 to open the breech.

t (e) Inspects the bore to see that it is clean and
hat the muzzle cover has been removed.

fi (f J Procures primers from the primer pit and
lIs his primer belt.

b (8) Nos. 6 and 7. (a) Assemble the chamber
rush to the rammer staff. .

( b) Place the loading ramp in the breech re-
Cess. .
" (9) N o~ 8. (a) Assisted by No.9, assembles the
rarnmer to the staff sections.

(b) Procures water for swabbing the powder
chamber.

(10) No.9. (a) Assists No.8 in assembling the
ra .rnmer to the staff sections.
th (bJ. ~nder the direction of the gunner, places

e aImIng posts.
(11) Nos. 10 to 15. (a) Assisted by the crane op-

el' .thator and the driver of the crane truck, prepare
e crane for movement away from the position

(crane method only).
( b) Supervised by the ammunition corporal,

t:>repare and store ammunition. (See par. 48.)
(12) Nos. 16, 17, and 18. Supervised by the am-

munition corporal, prepare and store ammunition.
(See par. 48.)

(13) A mmunition corporal. Supervises the prep-
aration and storage of ammunition. (See par. 48.)
b (14) Artillery mechanic. (a) Checks t~at the valve
elow the equilibrator pressure tank IS open.
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(b) Checks the position of the replenisher
ton and oil index.

(c) Adjusts the oil level and nitrogen pressur

J
of the equilibrator system, if necessary.

(d) Checks all bearings and sliding parts to se
that they are properly lubricated.

48. TO PREPARE AND STORE AMMUNITION. a.
soon as the howitzer is assembled and Nos. 10
15 have completed their duties with the crane,
ammunition squad, under the supervision of
ammunition corporal, prepares and stores
nition. If time is available before opening fire,
members of the howitzer squad, under the
tion ~f the gunner, assist in the work of getting't
all ammunition below ground level. When
is essential, projectiles and powder charges
De laid on paulins, but must be covered with addi-
tional paulins or brush for protection from weath-
er conditions.

b. Habitually, all cannoneers will participate ill
unloading and storing ammunition. However, the
cannoneers responsible for the operation are as
follows:

(1) The ammunition corporal is in general
charge of, and responsible to the chief of scctioll
for, the handling and storage of ammunition.

(2) No. 10 digs a fuze and primer pit outside
the right trail.

(3) Nos. 11 to 14 unload, sort, and store pow-
der charges.

(4) Nos. 15 to 18 unload, so:t, and store pro-
jectiles.
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.(5) The projectiles, powder, primers, and fuzes
WIllbe located as directed by the executive. A sug-
gested arrangement is shown in figure 41.

19. POSTS OF CANNONEERS, HOWITZER PREPARED FOR
eTlaN. a. The howitzer being assembled and

irepared for action, personnel take posts as fol..
ows (fig. 41) :

(l) Chief of section. The chief of section is free to
n:Ove where he can best control the service of the
i1ece, hear commands, and perform his duties ef-
tecti~ely. A convenient post is ab~ut halfway up
he rIght trail.

th (2) CUl .. er. Seated in the gunner's seat, facing
e panoramic telescope mount.
(3) No.1. On the front platform, facing the ele-

Vation quadrant.
I(4) No.2. On the front p.latform, facing the rear

eevating handwheel.
f (5) No.3. On the front of the front platform,
acing to the rear.

b (6) No.4. On the left rear platform, facing the
reecho

b (7) No.5. On the right rear platform, facing the
reecho

b (8) Nos. 6 and 7. One pace behind the trail tie
r:a.m and covering Nos. 4 and 5 respectively,

Clng to the front.
N (9) Nos. 8 and 9. One pace behind and covering

os. 6 and 7 respectively, facing to the front.
t (10) No. 10. At the fuze and primer pit, facing
o the front.

t (11) Nos. 11 and 12. At the powder pit, facing to
h~ front. '
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(12) Nos. 13 to 16. In line one pace behind and
centered on Nos. 8 and 9, facing to the front.
t (13) Nos. 17 and 18. At the projectile pit, facing
o the front. .

f (14) Ammunition corporal. At the projectile pit,
acing to the front.

(15) Artillery mechanic. Free to move .where he
can best watch and check the functioning of the
l11ateriel.

b. All cannoneers (except the gunner) stand at
attention at their posts facing the prescribed di-
~ection. Higher numbered cannoneers, if present,
.ake posts as prescribed by the chief of section.
d c'. In order to practice the cannoneers in all the
ubes connected with the service of the piece, to

~elieve cannoneers who carry projectiles, and to
end variety to the drill, the posts of the individual
cannoneers should be changed frequently.

\:::~..
~o. T.O SECURE THE PIECE. c. If during training, the
OWltzer is left in the firing position it must be

~totected from weather. The command is: SE-
lIRE PIECE. .
b. At this command, the howitzer is cleaned

and lubricated and the members of the section
~erforr~ the following dut.ies (ea~h ca~noneer
akes hIS post upon completIOn of hIS dutIes) :

th (1) Chief of section. (aJ Supervises the work of
.e cannoneers.

t. (b) Inspects the materiel and, when the opera-
t~ons have been completed, reports to the execu-
IVe, "Sir, No. (so-and-so) in order."

t (2) Gunner. (aJ Brings howitzer to center of
r~verse.
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( b) Sets all scales of the panoramic telescope aJ
zero, removes the telescope from its mount
places it in its carrying case. Closes the covers of!
the leveling bubbles on the mount.

(c) Places the cover on the panoramic telescope
mount.

(3) No.1. (a) Directs Nos. 2 and 3 in depressing
the howitzer to minimum elevation.

(b) Installs the cover on the elevation quadrant.
(c) Locks the elevating brake in the "on" posi,

tion.
(4) No.2. (a) Assists No.3 to depress the how'

itzer to minimum elevation.
(b) Installs the muzzle cover.
(5) No.3. Assisted by No.2, depresses the how-

itzer to minimum elevation.
(6) No.4. (a) Places the oiler, primer seat clean-

ing reamer, vent cleaning bit, and lanyard in the
section chest.

( b) Assisted by No.5, closes the breech and in-
stalls the breech cover.

(c) Locks the percussion hammer in the travel-
ing position if the M1 firing mechanism is used.

(7) No.5. (a) Assists No.4 to close the breech.
( b) Clo8es the firing lock. If M1 firing mechan-

ism is used, inserts mechanism.
(c) Assists No.4 to install the breech cover.
(d) Returns unused primers to the primer pit.
(8) Nos. 6 to 9. Disassemble and put away the

rammer staff and sponge.
(9) No. 10. Covers and secures the primers and

fuzes.
(10) Nos. 11 to 14. Cover and secure powder

charges. Put away dummy propellant used in driIl.
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(11) Nos. 15 to 18. Cover projectiles with a paulin
Orput away dummy p.rojectile used in drill.

(12) Artillery mechanic (aJ Supervises the cannon
~rs in cleaning and lubricating the howitzer.

(
akes the inspections prescribed in TM 9-341.

TM 9-336). '
(b) Takes steps to have any damaged item of

eq .Ulpment repaired.
th (c) Checks accessories and tools and stores

em in the chests provided.
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SECTION X
DUTIES IN FIRING

51. GENERAl. In general, the duties in firing at

jas follows (see figs. 42 to 48 incI.) :
o. The chief of section is responsible that al

duties are properly performed, all commands
ecuted, and all safety precautions observed.

b. The gunner sets the deflection, levels the tele'
scope mount, lays the piece for direction and
"Ready."

c. 'No.1 operates the elevation quadrant; oper'
ates the elevation hand brake; assisted by Nos. 2
and 3, lays the piece for elevation; calls, "Set."

d. No.2 operates the rear elevating
assists No.3 in operating the crank handle on the

tfront elev,ating handwheel, and assists No. 1
laying the piece for elevation.

e. No.3, assisted by No.2 when necessary, oP'
erates the crank handle on the front elevatipg
handwheeI. He measures the length of recoil whe~
so directed by the chief of section.

f. No.4, assisted by No.5, opens and closes the
breech and seats the loading ramp in the breecb
recess, attaches the lanyard; if the Ml firipg
mechanism is used, releases the percussion
mer safety latch; calls, "Loaded."

g. No.5 assists No.4 in opening and closing the
breech and seating the loading ramp in the breecb
recess; checks the powder charge after it is placed
on the loading ramp; inserts primers into the fir'
ing lock; closes the firing lock; and operates the
firing lock handle to extract the primer after fir'
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ing, or removes and inserts the Ml.firing mech-
anism, if used.
A.. h.. No.6 checks to be sure that the bore is c1ea;.

sSIsted by No.7, he places the loading ramp In

I
Position for loading, checks alinement of the

o d'a mg ramp; assisted by Nos. 7, 8, 9, 15, and 16,
:arns projectiles; commands HO;\lE-READY, RAM,

~n loading the projectile; assisted by Nos. 7,
and 9, inserts propelling charges; and fires the

PIece. :
. i. No.7 assists No.6 in placing the loading ramp
~n the loading position; assisted by Nos. 6, 8, 9,
65, and 16, rams projectiles; and assisted by Nos.
, 8, and 9, inserts propelling charges.
j. Nos. 8 and 9 assist Nos. 6, 7, 15, and 16 in

tarnming proj ectiles and assist Nos. 6 and 7 in in-
serting propelling charges.

k. N.o. 10 fuzes projectiles and sets fuzes.
I. No. 11, assisted by No. 12, prepares powder

Charges; records powder temperature, when so di-
tected by the chief of section.

rn. No. 12 assists No. 11 to prepare powder
Charges; carries prepared charges to the loading
tarnp .
. n. Nos. 13 to 16 carry projectiles from the pro-
Jectile. pit to the loading ramp. Nos. 15 and 16
assist Nos. 6 to 9 in ramming projectiles.

o. Nos. 17 and 18 prepare projectiles.
p. The ammunition corporal is responsible that

amrnunition is properly stored, handled, and pre-
Pared for firing' supervises the ammunitionSq , .
t
' Uad; has general charge of supply of ammuni-
10 .n to the howitzer.
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q. The artillery mechanic reports the length 0

recoil and the position of the replenisher pisto
and watches the functioning of the howitzer.

52. CHIEF OF SECTION .. o. Enumeration of duties. (1
To measure the site to the mask.
. (2) fO indicate to the gunner the aimingpOiI1

1
or the referring point.

(3) To follow fire commands.
(4) To indicate when the piece is ready to fire
(5) To give the command to fire.
(6) To report errors or other unusual incident,

of fire to the executive.
(7) To conduct prearranged fire schedules.
(8) To record basic data.
(9) To observe and check frequently the func

tioning of the materiel.
(10) To inspect fuzes before loading.
(11) To assign duties when firing with reduce

personnel.
(12) To verify the adjustment of the sightit1

equipment.
b. Detailed description of certain duties. (1) To 7IletlS

ure site to mask. (aj When the height of the maS~
warrants it, the command will be: MEASUR~
THE SITE TO THE l\IASK. The chief of sectiotl'
sighting along the lowest element of the bore,
Nos. 2 and 3 operate the elevating mechanism ull'
til the line of sight just clears the crest. He thefi
has No.1 measure, by means of the elevation quad'
rant, the elevation at which the piece is laid,
The chief of section checks the .reading on the
elevation quadrant and reports to the executive,,I
"Site to the mask, No. (so-and-so), (so much).
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( b) When the executive announces the mini-
mUm quadrant elevation, the chief of section re-
C?rds it in a notebook and has No.1 chalk it on the
sIde of the howitzer. .

.(2) To indicate to gunner the aiming point,' referring
I ~~lllt, Or target. Whenever an aiming point, a refer-

Ing point, or a target has been designated by the
~)(ecutive, the chief of section will make sure that
lie h~s properly identified the point in question.

e WIll then indicate it to the gunner. If there is
any possibility of misunderstanding, the chief of
Section will turn the sight until the horizontal and
V~rtical hairs are on the point designated .

.(3) To follow fire comTnands. The chief of section
WIn follow the fire commands mentally. He will
~?t repeat the commands, but will be prepared to
~IV'11 e any element of the last command to any can-
oneer who has failed to hear it.

a (4) ;'To indicate when the piece is ready to fire. When
trn signals between the chief of section and the

e){ecutive can be observed the chief of section will
e){tend his right arm v~rticallY as soon as the
~~nner has called "Ready," as a signal to indica~e

at the piece is ready to fire. When arm signals
cannot be observed the chief of section reports
Orally tothe executive, "No. (so-and-so) ready."
a (5) To gi~'e command to fire. When No.6 can see
o;rn signals made by the chief of section, the chief

I 1)' section will give the command to fire by drop-
s~ng his right arm sharply to his side. When arm
~gnals cannot be used, the command NO. (Sa-

ND-SO) FIRE will be given orally. The chief of
~N' Ii .IOn will not gi~'e the signal or command to re untzl
(Ill th, e cannoneers are in safe positions.
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(6) To report errors and other unusual incidents .'1.
fire to executi'l'e. If for any reason the piece cannO
be fired, the chief of section will promptly repor *
that fact to the executive and the reason; for
ample, "No. (so-and-so) out, misfire." Whenever
is discovered that the piece has be'en fired
an error in laying, the chief of section will report
that fact at once; for example, "No. (so-and-so)
fired 40 mils right." Whenever the gunner report,
that the aiming posts are out of alinement witlJ
the sight, the chief of section will report that fact
and request instructions. Likewise, other unustl'
al incidents that affect the service of the piece
are promptly reported by the chief of section.

(7) To direct washing of bore. During lulls in firing
and it least every 20 rounds, the chief of sectioV

will direct the cannoneers to wash the bore. For
this operation, it is necessary to assemble tbe
chamber brush with all sections of the rammer
staff. Water should be used freely to assist in cool,
ing the howitzer.

(8) To conduct prearranged /ire schedules. Whell'
ever the execution of prearranged fires is ordered,
the chief of section will conduct the fire of his sec'
tion in strict conformity to the schedule pre'
scribed.

(9) To record basic data. Data of a semipermanellt
nature will be recorded in a notebook by the chief
of section. This includes such data as minimull1
elevations; base deflections, including aiming
points used; prearranged fires when prepared
schedules are not furnished; safety limits in ele'
vation and deflection; number of rounds fired,
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~ith the date and hour; and calibration correc-
Ions when appropriate.
l' (10) To observe and check functioning of materiel.
bhe functioning of all parts of the materiel will
, e observed closely during firing. Before the piece

fired, the chief of section verifies that the ar- .
tIllery mechanic has checked the recoil and coun-
~r-recoil systems. Any evidence of trouble is re-

Ported promptly to the executive.
(11) To assign duties when firing with reduced per-

~Ollnel. Whenever the personnel of the section serv-
~ng the piece are temporarily reduced in number
elow that indicated in this manual, the chief of

Section will make such redistribution of duties as
Willbest' facilitate the service of the piece.
'l'~12) To verify adjustment of sighting equipuient. See

9-341 (TM 9-336) and paragraph 82 of this
lnanual.

~"'~.
s~. GUNNER. a. Enumeration of duties. (1) To set or
C ange the deflection.

(2) To level the telescope mount.
(3) To lay for direction.
(4) To call, "Ready."
(5) To refer the piece.
(6) To record base deflection.
(7) To measure a deflection.

/;b.Detailed description of certain duties. (1) To set or
~a1lge deflection. (oJ To set deflection. At the com-
11and, for. example, DEFLECTION .483, the gun-
~r first sets the azimuth micrometer index (mov-

a ,Ie) to its zero position and zeros the azimuth

I
lnlcrometer if it is not already so set. Using his
eft h . . h, and, he pushes the throw-out lever, and WIt
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his right hand turns the rotating head until
numeral 4 on the azimuth scale appears opposite
the azimuth scale index. He then grasps the azi'
muth worm knob with his right thumb and fore'
finger and turns the knob clockwise until the nt!'
meral 83 on the azimuth micrometer appears op'
posite the. azimuth micrometer index (movable)-
The line of sight now makes a horizontal angle of
483 mils with the 0-3200 line of the panoramic
telescope. The gunner now turns the azimuth mi'
crometer index (movable) opposite an even te~
graduation on the micrometer in preparation for
setting off the next shift. This last movement doeS
not change the setting of the azimuth scales.

(b) To change deflection. The gunner should be
trained always to grasp the azimuth worm knoP
with his right thumb and forefinger. He alsO
should be taught that moving his thumb upward
(clockwise) will cause the deflection to increase,
and the tube must be traversed to the left to bring
the line of sight back on the aiming point or
aiming posts. Similarly, he should be taught th~t
moving his thumb downward (counter clockwise)
causes the deflection to decrease and results in 9
right shift in the tube when the weapon is relaid,
The deflection having been set at 483 mils, if 9
subsequent shift of RIGHT 55 is commanded, the
gunner moves his right thumb downward (couJ1'
ter clockwise) on the azimuth worm knob until
the deflection is decreased 55 mils. If the gunner
had set the az{muth micrometer- index (movable)
opposite 80 on the micrometer before the deflec'
tion change was given, the numeral 25 would aP'
pear opposite the azimuth micrometer inde~
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(movable) after the change. However, the true
~eading on the azimuth scale is obtained by turn-
Ing the movable index back to its zero position
~nd noting the reading on the scales, in this case
483 mils _ 55 mils ) 428 mils. The azi-

muth micrometer index (movable) permits the
f.Unner to start from an even ten graduation each
~me a shift is given. The gunner, having set off

55, would move the azimuth micrometer index
(movable) opposite 20 or 30 on the micrometer in
Preparation for the next shift. Should the com-

I ~and be LEFT (so MUCH), the gunner change,s
~e setting by moving his thumb upward (clock-

~se) on the azimuth worm knob, thus increasing
e deflection.
(2) To le'llel telescope mount. The gunner first un-

~vers the levels by revolving the covers down-
Iear~ ~~ith his right thumb. He then operates the

Vehng worms until the bubbles are centered.
h (~) To lay for directioli. (a) The telescope mount
goaVIng been leveled and the deflection set, the
t~nn~r ?rings. the vertical ~air of th~ telescope on
4 heaImIng pOInt by traversIng the pIece after No.

as called, "Loaded."
1 (b) A procedure to insure accuracy: To take up
hst motion, the final movement of the traversing
t ~ndwheel should cause the vertical hair of the
Ie

f
escope to approach the aiming point from the

: t. The gunner should habitually lay with the
Pertical hair of the telescope on exactly the same

, art of the aiming point for each round.
f (4) To call, "Ready." The piece having been laid
or, direction and elevation, and No. 1 having
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called "Set," the gunner ver~fies the laying,
clear of the telescope and calls "Ready," to
cate that his piece is ready to be fired. (See fig.
48.) "t

(5) To refer the piece. The piece having been lail
for direction, to refer the piece, the command is:
1. AIMING POINT (SO-AND-SO), 2. REFER. With'
out disturbing the laying of the piece, the gul1'
ner brings the vertical hair of the telescope.
on the new aiming point (referring point).
then reads and announces the deflection thus set
and records the deflection and the referring
on the side. of the howitzer. Two referring pointS
usually are used, one for day and another fo!
night, A referring point should be at least 100
yards from the telescope. Frequently it will be
necessary to use the aiming posts as referriI1$
points, particularly for night use.

(6) To record base deflection. At the commaI1d
RECORD BASE DEFLECTION, the gunner records the
deflection set on his telescope upon some col1'
venient part of the carriage or upon a dat9
board.

(7) To measure a deflection. The command is: 1.
AIMING POINT (SO-AND-SO), 2. MEASURE TB~
DEFLECTION. The piece having been estab'
lished in direction, the gunner centers the bub'
bles and turns the telescope head until the vertic~1
hair is on the aiming point. He then reads aI1d
announces the deflection.

54. NO. 1. Q. Enumeration of duties. (1) To cross level
the elevation quadrant.
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(2) To lay the piece for elevation with the ele-
vation quadrant.

(3) To operate the elevation brake.

(4) To call, "Set."
b. Detailed description of certain duties. (1) To cross

~vel elevation quadrant. No.1 turns the cross-leveling
nob until the cross-level bubble is centered. Aft-

er the howitzer is laid for elevation and before
lllaking the final check of the elevation bubble, he
WiII verify the cross leveling.
h (2) To lay the piece for elet.ation. No.1 graspS the

andle of the elevation micrometer between the
~humb and forefinger of his right hand and turn~
It until the announced elevation is set off. For ex-
alllple, if the command is ELEVATIO~ 532, No.
1 will turn the micrometer until the index in the
~indow of the elevation quadrant.is between a~d

.and the graduation correspondmg to 32 mIls IS

dIrectly opposite. the micrometer index. .
(3) To operate e!e'vation brake. After No.4 has

~alIed, "Loaded':' the announced elevation having
een set, No.1 depresses the elevation brake lever

and directs Nos. 2 and 3 in elevating the piece
~ntil the longitudinal bubble is centered. No. 1
hen releases the lever locking the mechanism at

th 'b e correct elevation. Before he depresses the
rake lever, No.1 makes sure that Nos. 2 and 3

~re clear of the crank handle on the front elevat-
Ing hand wheel.
. (4) To call, "Set." When all of the above opera-

hons have been completed, No. 1 calls, "Set"
Sharply to notify the gunner that he is finished.
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Fig1/r!' -1-7. Pri11lil1(1 tit!' pirr!'.
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55. NO.2. a. Enu~eration of duties. (1) To operate
the rear elevating handwheel.

(2) To assist No.3 in operating the crank han-
dle on the front elevating handwheel.

(3) To assist No.1 in laying the howitzer for
elevation. .

b. Detailed description of certain duties. To operate
elevating Izandwlzeel. No. 2 will stand facing the
handwheel and elevate or depress the piece as di-
rected by hand signals from No. 1.

56. NO.3. a. Enumeration of duties. (1) To operate
the crank handle on the front elevating hand-
~heel.

(2) Measure the length of recoil.
b. Detailed description of certain duties. (1) No. 3

~tands facing to the rear and, assisted by No. 2
necessary, turns the crank handle as directed by

and signals from No. 1.
(2r When directed by the chief of section, No.
lheasures the length of recoil. (TlVI9-341 (9-

036) .

57, NO.4. a. Enumeration of duties. (1) To open and
close the breech. '

(2) To clean the breech after each round.
(3) To place the loading ramp in the breech

recess.
(4) 'To atta~h the lanyard.
(5) To call, "Loaded."

1 (6) To release ,the percussion hammer safety
atch, when M1 firing mechanism is used.

b. Detailed description of certain duties. (1) 'To open
;nd close breech. To open the breech, No.4 depresses
h~ operating lever latch plunger with the
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thumb of his right hand, and swings theoperatiJ
lever down through the full range of its travel.
Holding the breechblock carrier handle in his left
hand, No. 4 allows the breech block carrier to
swing down until it is locked in the open position.
He then checks to see that the breechblock lock-
ing plunger has locked the rotating breechblocl<
to the carrier. To close the breech, No. 4 graspS
the breechblock carrier handle in his right hand,
depressL;s the breechblock slightly, pushes the
breechblock carrier latching lever with his left
knee, and, assisted by No.5, swings the breecb
shut~ No.4 then swings the breechblock operating'
lever to the closed position, and checks to see that
it is latched.

(2) . To clean breech after each round. Before the
breech is opened, No. 4 will clean the primer seat
with the cleaning reamer provided for that pur'
pose. He will keep a piece of water-saturated clotb
and swab the face of the obturator spindle after
each round. In addition, he will pass the vent
cleaning bit through the obturator spindle vent
several times. From time to time and as necessarY
No.4 wipes the mushroom head and threaded
sectors of the breech recess and breech block witb
a cloth slightly dampened with oil, engine, OE 10
or OE 30 and oils moving parts of the breech as'
sembly.

(3) To attach lanyard .. No. 4 holds the lanyard il1
his right hand, and snaps it onto the trigger of

/ the firing lock. He then checks to see that the
trigger is in the position which will afford smootb
operation when the lanyard is pulled. When the
Ml firing mechanism is used, No.4 holds his left
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h' -'
Iand over the percussion hammer and snaps the
anYard into position with his right hand. Care

. lllust be taken to keep enough slack in the lan-
~ard to prevent accidental firing of the piece as it
IS elevated. When not in use the lanyard will be
;ttached to a convenient place on the. left plat-

orrn.
th (4) To calL "Loaded." As soon as he has attached
the lanyard, No. 4 calls, "Loaded" to inform No.1

at the piece is ready to be laid for elevation.
. (5) To release percussion hammer safety latch. Hav-
~~gi called "Loaded," No.4 immediately releases
. e percussion hammer safety latch.

~8: NO.5. a, En'umeration of duties. (1) To assist No.
In opening and closing the breech .

.i (2) 'To assist No.4 in placing the loading ramp
n the breech recess. . .

})! (3).To check the powder charge after it is
aced on the loading ramp.

th (4) To examine primers for cleanliness and for
e closed seal at the open end.

fit.(5) To insert primers into the firing lock or
Ihg mechanism. '
(6) To close and open the firing lock, or insert

~nd remove the firing mechanism and remove
~ed ~rimers from the firing mechanism, if the .

firmg mechanism is used. .
Jv . Detailed description of certain duties .. (1) To asSIst

i o. 4 in opening and closing breech. No.5 stands fac-
~g the breech and operates the breechblock car-
tIer handle with his left hand.

1
(2) To check powder charge afte~ it is placed 011

oad' d111g ramp. After No. 12 places the prepare pow-
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der charge on the loading ramp, No. 5 examineS
it to make sure that it is the proper charge, that
the igniter pad is to the rear, and that the igniter
pad protector cap is removed. After the charge
has been pushed into the powder chamber bY
Nos. 6 to 9, No.5 checks to be sure the igniter pad
is not more than' 2 or 3 inches beyond the gaS
check seat. (See fig. 46.)

(3) To insert primers into /iring lock OT" /iring mech-
anism. No.5 removes a primer from his primer belt,
inspects it, and inserts it as far as it will go into
the primer seat of the firing lock M17. If the 1\11
firing mechanism is used, No. 5 holds the firing
mechanism in his left hand with the primer hold-
er uppermost. With his right hand he inserts the
base of a new primer into the holder, and slides it
into its proper seat. '

(4) To "close /iring lock. The /iring lock will 110t bt
closed until the breechblock is completely closed and locked.
No. 5 grasps the firing lock operating handle witP
his left hand and pushes it to the left until the
firing lock is completely closed. (See fig. 47.)

(5) To insert and seat /iring mechanism. The /iring
mechanism will not be inserted until the breechblock iJ
completely closed aild locked. No.5 inserts the firing
mechanism into the firing mechanism housing,
taking care that the front end of the primer has
entered the primer seat in the obturator s[/ind
plug. He then seats the mechanism by turning the
handle in a clockwise direction until it has engaged
the latch. It is important to make sure that the
mechanism is screwed home and latched ill positioJ/.
If the piece is fired without this having been done,
damage to the breechblock and injury to persoI1
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n~l may result. Should a primer be slightly over-
:'~e or the primer seat dirty, the mechanism will
tick before it has been fully seated. The mech-

a .1nJsm shol.\ld not be seated by force, but it should
e removed and the primer seat cleaned or anoth-

er primer inserted. Unfired primers to be dis-
carded are t~rned over to the ammunition cor-
Doral.
N (6) To remove fired primers fro m fir ill 9 mechanism.

o. 5 holds the firing mechanism in his left hand
\Vi~h the primer holder facing him. H8 grasps the
i~'me~ with his right hand and slides the base of
, e prImer out of the primer holder.

~. NO.6. a. Enumeration of duties. (1) Assisted by
o. 7, to place the loading ramp in position.,

(2) To ram projectiles.
(3) To insert powder charges.
(4)'"To give the comma~ds for ramming.

(5) To fire the piece.
(6) To s}Vab the po~der chamber.

I b. Detailed description of certain duties. (1) To place
hading ramp in position. No.6 grasps the two rear
t andIes of the loading ramp and No.7 graspS the
t \Vofront handles of the ramp initially. They ex-
tend it over the recoil pit so that Nos. 4 and 5 may
h~ach the front handles and, with No.7 shifting
t~S grip to the rear handles, Nos. 4 and 5 guide
t1e ram~ into the breech recess. The rear end. of

e loadIng ramp is then placed on the loadmg
~mp rack in prolongation of the axis of the bore.

~en not in use, the loading ramp is placed to the
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rear of the recoil pit with its forward end restil1
on the loading ramp rack.

(2) To ram projectiles (see figs. 44 and 45). Nos,
6 to 9 place themselves in staggered pORitiol

along the rammer staff, Nos. 6 and 8 on the left
and Nos. 7 and 9 on the right. The rammer hell
is placed against the base of the proj ectile
the projectile pushed off the loading tray onto tb
loading ramp. As soon as the proj ectile is on tbl
loading ramp, Nos. 15 and 16 leave the
tniy and take positions along the rammer sta~'
No. 15 on the right and No. 16 on the left.N°'
6 then commands: HOME. The projectile i,
pushed up the loading ramp and into the powde
chamber. The cannoneers then turn their backs tc

the breech, lean forward, and extend their
along the rammer. At the commands: READ)'

RANI from No.6, they throw all their weight t
their rear (toward the breech), at- the same tit11

using their arms to add power to the stroke. Po\('
er and uniformity in ramming are essential to tb
accuracy of fire. Firm seating .of the projectile
is necessary to prevent its slipping back into tV!
powder chamber and resting on the charge, espe
cially at high elevations.

(3) To insert powder charges. After the prepare
powder charge has been placed on the
ramp by No. 12, Nos. 6 to 9 push it into the po~'
der chamber with the rammer. Care must be ta~
en with reduced charges to see that the base 0

the charge is not pushed more than 2 or 3
beyond the gas check seat. (See fig. 46.)

(4) To /ire the piece. At the chief of
signal or command: NO. (SO-AND-SO) FIRE, !'I0
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grasp~ the handle of the lanyard 'with his right
and and without raising his hand pulls the lan-

Y~rd. Using the firing lock M17, he pulls steadily
~lthout jerking. With the. firing mechanism 1\11,
e pulls strongly with a quick movement prolong-

etdsUfficiently to insure the hammer's hitting the
S r'kI I er. Under no circumstances will No.6 grasp the
QllYard until the chief of section so directs.
N (5) To swab powder chamber. After each round
d'os. 6 to 9 swab out the powder chamber imme-
~atelY after Nos. 4 and 5 open the breech. The
arnber brush is dipped in water, and the rear of

9re, up to and including the forcing cone, is
~wabbed. No. 6 inspects for damage or burning
{agrnents in the bore; fragments are removed

t
:fore firing, and damage reported to chief of.~ec-

, Ion.

60 t'l., •
}{. NO.7. a. Enumeration of duties. (1) To aSSIst

0. 6 in placing the loading ramp in position.
(2) To ram projectiles.
(3) To insert powder charges.
(4) To swab the powder chamber.

go b. Detailed description of certain duties. See para-
rap?S 59b(1), (2), (3), and (5).

61 . .}) . NOS. 8 AND 9. a. Enumeration of duties. (1) To ram
rojectiles.

(2) To insert powder charges.
(3) To swab the powder chamber.
b. Detailed description of certain duties. See para-

raphs 59 b (2), (3), and (5).
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62. NO. 10. a. Enumeration of duties. (1) To fuze pro-
jectiles. .

(2) To set fuzes.
(3) To remove fuzes from projectiles.

b. Detailed description of certain duties. (1) To furl
projectiles. (a) Fuzes 11-151and 11167.

1. 240-1Il1Jl howitzer. The projectile having
been placed on the loading tray by Nos.
13 to 16, No. 10 unscrews the eyebolt
lifting plug from the fuze socket, re-
moves the booster cotter pin from the
designated fuze, and screws the fuze
home by hand. The fuze is given its
final seating by the use of the fuze
wrench. No great force should be used.
If there is any difficulty in screwing
the fuze home, the fuze socket threadS
should be inspected for dirt or rust,

.and cleaned if necessary. If the fuze
still fails to seat, another fuze should
be tried. If it also fails to seat, the pro-
jectile should be rejected.

2. 8-inch gun. Projectiles are shipped fuzed
with M51, 3 series fuzes; therefore,
there is 110 lifting plug or booster cot'
ter pin to be removed. To fuze pro-
jectile with fuze, M67 No. 10
the following steps:

(a) Unscrews the delay head in the
nose of the windshield, 100S'
ens the setscrew in the base
of the windshield, and re-
moves the windshield.
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(b) Loosens the setscrew in the
nose' of the shell and un-
screws the fuze M5l.

(c) Removes the cotter pin 'and
ring from the booster which
is assembled to the M67 fuze.

(d) Screws the fuze with booster
into the projectile and tight-
ens it with a fuze wrench.

(e) Tightens the setscrew in the
nose of the shell.

(f) Removes the safety pull wire.
(g) Sets the fuze for the desired

time.
(h) Assembles the inert delay head

in the nose of the winoRhield
using the retaining screw.

n. (i) Assembles the windshield to the'
shell and tightens the set-
screws in the base of the
windshield.

(b) 11178 concrete piercing fuze.
1. 240-111111 howitzer

t
No. 10 removes the eye- ,

bolt lifting plug from the fuze socket,
removes the safety pin from the 1\125
booster, and screws the booster into
the booster cavity in the shell. He
tightens the booster firmly with the
booster end of the wrench for 1\178
fuzes. No. 10 then screws the fuze
into the fuze cavity and tightens se-
curely with the fuze end of the
wrench.
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2. 8-inch gun. No. 10 performs the following
operations:

(a) Unscrews the delay head in the
nose of the windshield, loos~
ens the setscrew in the base
of the windshield, and re~
moves the windshield.

(b) Loosens the setscrew in the
nose of the shell and un~
screws the fuze M51.

(c) Removes the safety pin from
booster and, using fuze
wrench, screws the booster
into the booster cavity in the
shell.

(d) Screws M78 fuze into the fuze
cavity and tightens it with
wrench.

(e) Tightens the setscrew in the
nose of the shell.

(f) Assembles the inert delay head
in the nose of the windshield

.using the retaining screw.
(g) Assembles the windshield to

the shell and tightens the Ret~
screw in the base of the wind-
shield.

(2) To set fuzes. (a) Fuze 1.1151.
1. 2-1-0-11/11/ howitzer. When FUZE QUICK is

designated, No. 10 will verify the RU~

perquick setting. When FUZE DELAY

is designated, he will use a screW
driver to turn the setting sleeve



(h)

perpendicular to the long axis of the
fuze.

2. 8-inch gun. When FUZE QUICK is desig-
nated, No. 10 will remove the inert
delay head from the nose of the wind-
shield, screw the superquick head in-
to place, and tighten it with a fuze
wrench. He will then check the set-
screw in the base of the windshield
for tightness. When FUZE. DELAY is
designa ted, no changes need to be
made in the projectile and fuze as
shipped. No. 10 will check the delay
head and the setscrew in the base of
the windshield for tightness.

Fuze 11167.
1. Using fuze setter 1\123, No. 10 releases

the corrector wing nut marked C and
grasping the handle turns the body'
and time scale until the index on the
time scale is opposite the announced
corrector setting on the corrector
scale. He then clamps the corrector
wing nut, being careful not to disturb
the corrector setting. He then re-
leases the time wing nut marked T,
and grasping the handle turns the
body until the index on the body is
opposite the announced time on the
time scale. He then locks the wing nut
being careful not to disturb the set-
ting. For accuracy, the operator looks
squarely at the scales and. indexes.
After the settings have been made, he
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carefully places the fuze setter over
the fuze and. turns it in a clock~
wise direction until the notch iI1
the time ring on the fuze engageS
the stop in the setting ring iI1
the fuze setter and then turns the
handle to the horizontal position. He
then pushes the fuze setter down un~
til the notch fully engages the stop
and turns it until the pawl in the ad~
justing ring assembly drops into the
notch in the fixed fuze ring, which
prevents further turning and indi~
cates that the fuze is set. He theI1
lifts the fuze setter from the fuze
without rotating it further. Caution:
Rotate the fuze setter only in a clock-
wise direction. Incorrect settings and
loosening of the fuZ'C from the projec-
tile may result from failure to obey

. this precaution. Fuze setter M23 is used
with 75-second fuzes only.

2. Using fuze setter M14, No. 10 engageS
the key on the wrenchtype fuze setter
in the notch of the setting ring and
rotates the setting ring until the fuze
setting is opposite the index. WheJ1
using fuze setter M14, the battery e)(~
ecutive determines the fuze setting'
required from time and corrector
commands given by the officer cow
ducting fire. He adds algebraically the
time announced and the difference
from normal corrector (30), in tenthS



of seconds. The result is given to the
gun sections as the command fortime
setting. Corrector is omitted from the
executive's command.

N ole. An increase of one point in corrector has the
effect of decreasing the time of burning one tenth of a
second and vice versa. Example: A corrector of 35 requires

decrease in the time of burning of 0.5 of a second.
r fuze which has been set can be reset to any other
lIne or to SAFE (S). by engaging the key. on the fuze

Setter in the setting ring and rotating the setting ring
Until the new time or the S is opposite the index.

(3) To relllo~'e fuzes from projectiles. If, for any
~eason, a projectile which has been fuzed is not to
e fired, the fuze will be removed. The operation

Of inserting a fuze is reversed. Combination super-
~~ick and delay fuzes are reset to superquick.

Hne fuzes are reset to SAFE (S), using the fuze
. ~etter, and the safety pull wires are rcplaced prior

to removing the fuzes. Booster cotter pins are
hen replaced. The .eyebolt lifting plugs are re-

Placed in the fuze socket of the projectiles.

63. NOS. 11 AND 12-Enumeration of duties-to prepare
Powder charges. a. 240-mm howitzer. The propelling
charge for the 240-mm howitzer IVn is of the base-
a?d-increment type, and consists of a base sec-
tion and three increments, permitting four zones
of fire. The base section includes an igniter pad
On the rear, which is dyed red and contains black
POWder. Four tying straps are sewed to the base
Section and provide a means of attaching the in-
crements to the base section. In order to protect
~he igniter pad, an igniter protector cap is slipped
ver the rear end of the base section and secured
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with a drawstring. This cap must be removed be~
fore the charge is loaded. Charges are packed in
airtight metal containers, one complete charge in
each container. The containers should not be op~
ened until just before using the charge. The COIl1~

mand, CHARGE 4, indicates the use of the full
charge; CHARGE 2 indicates the base section and
first increment; etc. When the charge has been
prepared, No. 12 carries it to the loading ramp,
After being placed on the ramp, the charge is
straightened into i~s cylindrical form. Unused in~
crements are disposed of as directed by the execU~
tive.

b. 8~inch gun. Two propelling charges are supplied
'for use with the 8-inch gun M1: the M9 or green
bag charge and the M10 or white bag charge.
Each charge is made up of a base charge and an
increment, and thus each charge permits two
zones of fire. The base charge, green bag, is re~
ferred to as reduced charge. The base charge,
white bag, produces the same muzzle velocity as
the base charge and increment, green bag, and
both are referred to as normal charge. The Lase
section and increment, white bag, is referred to as
supercharge. In no case will either the hase or iw
crement of either charge be used with the base of
increment of the other charge. On the end of the
base section of each charge there is a red ignitef
pad which contains black powder. Four tying
straps are sew'ed to the base section and provide
a means of attaching the increment to the base
section. An igniter proteGtor cap is placed ovef
the exposed igniter to protect it during storage
and shipment. This cap must be removed before
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t~e charge is loaded.' Charges are packed in air-
tIght metal containers, one complete charge in
each container. The container should not be op-
ened until just before using the charge. Com-

.~ands for the various charges are given as fol-
OWS:REDUCEDCHARGE;NORMALCHARGE

, GREEN BAG, NORMAL CHARGE WHITE BAG,
SUPERCHARGE. When the charge has been
~epared, No. 12 carries it to the loading ramp.
i nused increments are disposed of as directed by
he executive ..

64. NOS. 13 AND 14. a. Enumeration of duties. (I) To
. C~rry projectiles to the piece.

(2) To return shell tongs to the projectile pit.

b. Detailed description of certain duties. To _carry
. ~rOjectiles to the piece. The projectile having

een ,prepared by Nos. 17 and 18, Nos. 13 and 14
r1ace the shell tongs over the .projectile. No. 16
burns the locking handle up, grasps the shell tongs
.y the handles, and lowers the tongs on the pro-
~ectile. He turns the locking handle down to lock
he shell-tong grips around the projectile and

calls, "Locked." Nos. 14 and 16 on the left and
~os. 13 and 15 on the right, then carry the pro-
Ject'l .tIe to the rear of the howitzer and place It on
fhe loading tray . No. 16 removes the shell tongs
torn the projectile and Nos. 13 and 14 place the

~eU tongs to the right of the loading tray. After
NO. 10 has fuzed the projectile and set the fuze,

os. 13 to 16 raise the loading tray and place the
itont edge on the rear of the loading ramp. Nos.
3 and 14 release the front handles and return
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the shell tongs to the projectile pit. Nos. 15 and
16 hold the rear of the loading tray until the pro-
jectile has been pushed onto the loading ramp bY
Nos. 6 to 9. (See fig. 44.) .

65. NOS. 15 AND 16. a. Enumeration of duties. (1) To
carry projectiles to the piece.

(2) . To ram projectiles.
b. Detailed description of certain duties. (1)' To carrY

projectiles to the piece (see par. 64) .
(2) To ram projectiles. After the projectile is

pushed off the loading tray , No. 16 places the
loading tray to the left rear, and then Nos. 15
and 16 hasten to the end of the rammer staff
where they take staggered positions behind Nos.
6 to 9.' (See par. 59b (2).)

.66. NOS. 17 AND 18. a. Enumeration of duties. To pre-
pare proj ectiles.

b. Detailed description of duties. No. 18, assisted bY
No. 17, verifies the type, weight, and lot number
of each projectile and -examines it carefully for
defects. The rotating band will be inspected wit}1
special care, and if any burrs are found they will be
removed with a file. The projectile is then stood
upright on its base and the entire surface cleaned
with a damp cloth. Should any material length of
time intervene between cleaning the projectile
and inserting it into the piece, the projectile must
be reinspected before loading to see that it is free
from sand or dirt. Any sand or dirt on the pro'
jectile will cause excessive erosion of the bore
when the piece is fired. (See fig. 42.)
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~7. AMMUNITION CORPORAL. a. Enumeration .o~ duties.
t~) To :-eceive and account for ammunItIon for

e sectIOn. "
(2) To enforce proper methods of handling"

amrnunition.
(3) To supervise the storage of ammunition.

fi ~4) To have ammunition properly prepared for
rIng. -"

(5)' To insure that the designated powder
Charge, projectile, and"fuze are used.

(6) To act as a replacement for the gunner.
b. Detailed description of certain duties. (1) To recei'l'e

a'zd account for ammunition for section. Subject to the
~rders of the executive or the chief of section,
~e ammunition corporal will obtain such ammu-

~tion as may be required by the section from
.e battery ammunition dump, or battery ammu-

nItion vehicles. He will check the amount received
afd receipt for it. He will maintain a record of

1 ammunition received and fired daily. He will
;ep the chief of section informed as to the status

a the ammunition supply within the section .
. (2) To enforce proper methods of handling ammuni-

tion. The ammunition corporal will require the can-
~oneers to handle ammunition properly. He will
tevent any of the following: "
. (a) Smoking by anyone handling, or in the vi-

CInity of, ammunition. "
i (b) Use of any lights, other than flashlights,
n the vicinity of powder charges.
a (c) Dropping projectiles, powder containers,
nd fuze and primer boxes from vehicles.

(d) Allowing projectiles to strike together.
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(e) Allowing ammunition to become dirty, wet
or overheated.

(f) Removal of grommets until the projectile i
prepared for firing.

(3) To supervise storage of ammunition. See 'par9
graph 48.

(4) To have ammunition properly prepared fr;r firing
The ammunition corporal will supervise careful1l
the work of the cannoneers in preparing'round.
for firing. He will see that the projectiles aJ
cleaned thoroughly and that all burrs on the rot~t'
ing bands have been removed by filing. He wi]
require that all powder charges be kept in their
closed containers until just before loading, ano

that primers and fuzes be kept in their boxes until
just ~efore using. He will make sure that powder
charges are properly segregated by lot number
and that base charges and increment sections of
differing lot numbers do not become mixed. .

(5) To insure that designated powder charge) projeC'
tile) and fuze are used. The ammunition corporal will
follow the fire commands and will indicate to tbe
cannoneers concerned the projectiles, powder
charges, and fuzes to be used. For anyone firing
mission, he will see that the projectiles are all of
one weight and that the powder charges are all of
one lot number.

68. ARTILLERYMECHANIC-ENUMERATION OF DUTlES.~'
To watch the functioning of the' howitzer. (see
TM 9-341 (TM 9-336.»

b. To supervise the lubrication of all bearing's
and sliding parts of the howitzer.
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i c. To check, from time to time, and during lulls
in firing, the position of the replenisher piston, oil
pndex, and the oil level gauge of the equilibrator
t ressure tank. The position of the replenisher pis-
On should be checked after every three rounds.

b d. To check the nitrogen pressure of the equili-
rator system.

the. To be responsible to the chief of section for
it e proper mechanical functioning of the .how-

Zero . ..
lhl. To supervise the cleaning and lubrication of

e transport wagons. .
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SECTION XI
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON SERViCE

OF THE PIECE
------------------_/
69. ACCURACY IN lAYING. Sighting and laying ill'
struments, fuze setters, and elevating and traverS'
ing mechanisms will always be operated so as to
reduce the effects of lost motion. This requireS
that the last motions in setting instruments
in laying should always be made in the same di'
rection. The directions prescribed should be. tl1
same for all sections in an organization. The e'"
ception to this rule is in laying for elevation. Tl1e
last motion in laying for elevation is always made
in the direction of the greatest handwheel effort.
This direction will vary, depending on the partictl
lar elevation and the adjustment of the equilibrLl
tors.

70. AIMING POSTS. c. After the piece has been i]1i'
tially laid for direction, if a suitable aiming poivt
is not visible, the piece is referred to aiming posts
as described in paragraph 53b (5). Two aimi]1g
posts are used for each piece. Each post is equiP'
ped with a light for use in night firing. One post
is set up at least 100 yards from the piece. Tl1e
other post is set up at the midpoint between tl1e

first post and the piece, and is lined in by the guJ1'
ner so that the vertical hair of the telescope aVo
the two aiming posts are all in the same verticil!
plane. For night use, the lights should be adjust'
ed so that the far one will appear several feet
above the near one. The two lights will then cleftf
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,establish a vertical line on which the vertical
aIr of the telescope can be laid.
b. The panoramic telescope is mounted a consid-

erable distance away from the center of rotation
~f the top carriage. As a result, large changes in
ieflection will result in misalinement of the aim-
l1g posts because of movement of the sight on

~rc around the center of the top carriage.
95acmg the aiming posts between 1000 mils and
250 mils to the left front (deflection 2200 to 2-
l' 0 when the howitzer is in center traverse) will
educe the effects of this condition. l\Iisalinement

Of ' •w aImmg posts may also result from the rear-
ard displacement of the howitzer from firing.

71' .
11. CORRECTION FOR DISPLACEMENT. When the gun-
d~r notes that the vertical hair of the telescope is
plsPlaced from the line formed by the two aiming
lijosts (or aiming post lights), he lays in such a
e anner:. that the far aiming post (light) appears
(~actly midway between the n~ar aiming post
d,lght) and the vertical hair. (See fig. 49.) If the
g)SPlacement is due to traverse of the piece, the
eUl1.l1.ercontinues to lay as described above. How-
~~~r, ~f the displacement is due to progressive
6 ~ft In position of the carriage from shock of
ch~ng or other cause, the gunner wiJl notify t~e

lef of section who, at the first luJl in firing, Will'UtifY ~h: executive and request per~ission to re-
~,ne almmg'posts, To perform the ahnement, the
~ece is laid with the sight picture described

a aVe. The far aiming post is moved into aline-
~ent with the vertical hair of the telescope, and

en the near aiming post is alined. If due to ter-
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ra' 'o/n conditions, it is impracticable to. move one
r t~e two aiming posts, the piece is laid for di-
llechonand referred to the aiming post which can-
dot be moved. The other post is alined and new
eflection setting reported to the executive.

~~tPREPARATION OF POSITION. a. General. To facili-
e e emplacement and to insure stability of the
~~l'riage during firing, the piece must be em-
p aced on level ground, or the position must be so
nl'epared that the bottom carriage, trails, and
eOats will all be level. In most cases it will be nec-
f SSary to place matting or blocking under the
i~O~tend of the carriage, to prevent it from mov-
crg forward when the tube is set on the false
toadle. The position should be selected with a view
If the method of emplacement (crane or winch).
dithe winch method is to be used, a lane along the .
Odl':ctionof fire must be cleared. If the crane meth-
allIs .to' be used, consideration must be given to
Cr OWIng sufficient room for maneuvering the':ne and transport wagons on the side of the pit.
ill . line of fire. (1) The importance of accuracy
~t laying out the line of fire should be strongly
illl'ressed.Because of the impracticability of mov-
illg the carriage after it is once emplaced, errors
th the orientation of the pit may prevent firing
toe howitzer on targets within its designated see-

r.
is (2) Orientation of the pit on a given azimuth
illaccomplished in the following manner: An aim-
6 g circle is set up and oriented in the direction of
e~e. By sighting through the aiming circle; the

ge of the canvas template which represents the

L
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center line of the pit can be oriented and the pi
staked out. This method is used only when the pi
is dug before the carriage is emplaced (crall
method). When the pit is dug after emplacemeJ1
of the carriage (winch method), the position of tbC

carriage governs the location of the pit. Orients'
tion is checked as df'scribed in section VII.

c. Pits. (1) The outline of one-half of the recoi
pit and one spade pit is clearly defined on tbC

canvas template. When the crane method of
placement is to be used, the template is first ori
ented as described above, and stakes are drivel1

into the ground through the grommets in the tell"
plate which indicate the corners of the pit. TWO
additional stakes should be driven: one througP
the grommet which is 13th inches forward of tb
front edge of the recoil pit; one at the end of tbC

tape which extends to the rear of the template,
(The tape must be stretched out in prolongatiOV

of the center-line edge of the template.)
two stakes indicate the correct position for tbe
carriage when it is placed over the pit. The first
indicates the position of the center-rear of tbe
bottom carriage. The second indicates the posi'
tion of the trail ends. After these stakes have
been placed, the template is turned over and tbe
other half of the recoil pit and the second spade
pit are staked out. The template is then remoVeo
and the outline of the pits, as indicated by the
stakes, is marked out on the ground. A furto\V
at least 6 inches deep should be dug so that tbC

outline of the pit will not be obliterated durillg
the digging operation. The stakes are then re'
moved. (See fig. 50.)
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(2) Recoil and ~pade pits must be carefullY
dug. The spade pits must be perpendicular to the
trails, with the rear wall of the pits vertical or
slightly overhanging, and of sufficient depth to
insure that the spades hang on the trail hooks,
Permitting the spades to rest on the bottom of the
pit causes injury to the spades in firing. After the
seating round and periodically thereafter, the
spade struts should be tightened to insure the
proper position of the spades. When the howitzer

Figurf' 51. Spadf' alld rf'(I)i/ pit-dug 1Jy
!Jalld. Crallf' will "X((/'1)a!r' /ari/rr pit.
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is to be in position for an extended period, or on
Very soft ground, it may be necessary to reinforce
the front and sides of the recoil pit with logs or
boards to prevent the pit from caving in. (See fig.
51.)

(3) The chief of section should make sure that
the pits are dug no larger than necessary .. Un-
necessary digging wastes time and increases the
likelihood that the walls of the pit will cave in
with extended use. When the pits are dug with the
clamshell bucket of the crane, special care must
be taken. Spade pits should be dug as narrow as
the dimensions of the bucket will permit; trench-
es for the spade jacks may then be dug by hand.
Cave-ins are most likely to occur in the recoil pit.
~or this reason the dimensions of the pit, as
shown by the. templates, should not be exceeded.
Similarly, the front wall of the recoil pit should
not be vertical, but should slope to the rear.

~3. RE'~ORTING ERRORS. Each member of the how-
Itzer section should be constantly impressed with
the importance of reporting promptly to the chief
of section any error made by members of the sec-
tion. The chief of. sectioI}.will report errors im-
tnediately to the executive as prescribed in para-
trrah 52.

.,4. CEASE FIRING. The command, CEASE FIRIN"G,

~ormally is given by the chief of section, but
In emergencies anyone present may give the com-
~and. At this command, regardless of its source, fir-
Ing will cease immediately. If the piece is loaded,
the chief of section will report that fact to the ex-
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ecutive. Firing is resumed at the announcemeIlt
of an elevation.

75. SUSPEND FIRING. The command, SUSPEND FIR'

lNG, is given only when the battery is firing
on a prearranged schedule and a temporary haIt
in the firing is desired. At this command, firing is
stopped but settings continue to be altered to CoIl'
form with the schedule. If the piece is loaded, the
chief of section" will report that fact to the exectl'
tive. Firing will be resumed at the command
RESUME FIRING.

76. CHANGES IN DATA DURING FIRING. The all'
nouncement to the section of any new element of
firing data serves as a signal to stop all firing pre'
viously: ordered but not yet executed. At the all'
nouncement of a new element of firing data, the
new data will be set off and firing resumed at the
announcement of the elevation. If no change ill
time-fuze setting is required, the new data are set
off, and firing is resumed. If the pieces are loaded
with time-fuzed shell. and the new data require
a change in fuze setting, that fact will be reported
to the executive.

77. RAMMING. Uniformity of ramming is esseIl'
tial to accuracy of fire. Firm seating of the pro'
jectile is essential, especially at high elevationS,
to prevent the projectile from slipping back into
the powder chamber and resting on the charge.
More uniform ramming may be attained by plac'
ing two reference marks on the rammer staff. The
first mark will be flush with the face of the
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breech when about 20 inches of the ramming
stroke remains, at which point No.6 cannoneer
\Vill.command, READY-RAM. The second mark
\ViIIbe flush with the face of the breech when the
Drojectile is rammed all the way, and by referring
to this mark, the chief of section will be able to
check the uniformity of ramming and the firm
Seating of the projectile .

. 78. TO UNLOAD THE PIECE. Once a projectile has
been rammed, it will not be unloaded by battery
Personnel. Under almost all conditions, it will be
Dossible to fire the howitzer to remove the round,
and every effort should be made to use this meth-
Oq. 'When this is impossible, the projectile will be
Unloaded by ordnance personnel only.

79. MISFIRES. a. Misfire of primer. Should the primer
fail to fire, no report is heard. Failure may be due
~oa defective primer or to failure of the firing pin
o strike the primer properly. In any case, at
~east ~wo attempts will be made to fire the primer
. efore it may be removed. If, upon examination, it
Is found that the primer is not fired, a new primer
\ViIIbe inserted and fire continued. However, be-
~ore inserting a" new primer, the firing lock will

, e examined for worn or broken parts. If on the
other hand, examination shows that the primer
has fired, a new primer will not be inserted nor
the breech opened, and no person will be permit-
ted to remain near or pass in rear of the breech
Until at least 60 seconds have elapsed after firing

I the primer, when the procedure will be as pre-
scribed in b below for a misfire of-the charge.
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b. Misfire of charge. After 60 seconds have
elapsed, the charge may be removed. The. faulty
charge must be stored separately from other
charges. Before removing the faulty charge, the
chief of section should note the position and con"
dition of the charge in the chamber, because if
the primer has fired, an abnormal condition of the
propelling charge is indicated, such as missing ig"
niter, igniter end of charge against the projectile,
igniter protector cap not removed, wet igniter, or
igniter charge folded over and not accessible to
the flash of the primer. If the cause of the misfire
is found, report will be made to the executive, who
will insure that there is no recurrence of the same
fault.

80. CARE OF AMMUNITION. To insure uniform re"
suIts in firing, to prolong the' life of the tube, and
to avoid accident, great care must be exercised in
the storage and handling of ammunition at the
battery. Provisions of TM 9-1900 applicable' to
field service will be followed carefully. In actual
service, the conditions inherent in each situation
will largely determine the amount of time, laLor,
and materials that must be expended to provide
the requisite facilities for the proper handling'
and storage of ammunition. If the position is to
be occupied for a few hours only, a paulin spread
on the ground may be sufficient, while in a zone
defense elaborate magazines may be necessarY'
In the average situation, resourcefulness and in"
genuity in the utilization of facilities and mate"
rials available at the position of the pieces will be
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necessary. The following procedure should be ob-
served:

a. Protect all ammunition components, such as
Projectiles, powder charges, fuzes, and primers,
from moisture, direct rays of the sun, and sud-
den changes in temperature. Such protection
l1ecessitates keeping the ammunition off the

, ground, providing waterproof cover and insuring
ample circulation of air on all sides of projectiles
and containers. .

b. Store all compone~ts separately and in small
amounts, so as to reduce danger from accidental
burning of powder or detonations of projectiles,
fuzes, and primers. In general, not more than 25
Projectiles will be stored in one pit.

c. Enforce rigid observance of all safety pre-
Cautions in handling ammunition (AR 750-10,
l'M 9-1900, and par. 67 of this manual).

81. SECTION DATA BOARD. When positions are to
be occupied for a considerable length of time, data
boards may be used by each section for recording
SUch items as base deflections, calibration correc-
tions when appropriate, data for counterprepara-
Hons, and other data the need for which may be
Urgent.

82. BORESIGHTING. a. General. Because of the high
hlinimum elevation of the 240-mm howitzer (15°)
a~d the 8-inch gun (10°), it is impractical to veri-
fy the adjustment of the sighting equipment by
~lining the bore on a test target or a distant aim-
Ing point as is done with other weapons. As a re-
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suIt, special techniques' must be employed and
great care exercised to insure accuracy.

b. To verify cross and longitudinal bubbles of telescope
mount. Remove the panoramic telescope from the
telescope mount. Use the gunner's quadrant 8,S
a test level, placing it on a steel or glass plate oJ1
the top of the telescope socket. Place the quadrant
parallel to the longitudinal bubble to see if the
bubble is correct. Then turn the quadrant 90° SO

it is parallel to the cross-level bubble and test
that bubtle. If either bubble is in error by more
than one division on the level vial, the ordnance
maintenance company makes the adjustment.

c. To adjust azimuth compensating mechanism. Lay the
howitzer at any convenient elevation by means of
a gunner's quadrant on the seats on the breecb
ring. Without disturbing the setting of the gun'
ner's quadrant, place the quadrant on the seats
on the actuating arm of the telescope mount. The
bubble should center, indicating that the pivot in
the arm is parallel to the axis of the bore. If the
bubble does not center, loosen the four clamping'
screws in the flange of the arm, and turn the eC'
centric pin at the top of the flange until the bub'
ble is centered. Tighten the four clamping screWs
and recheck.

d. To verify panoramic telescope for direction. (1)
Atethod No.1. The following preliminary steps are
necessary:

(a) Level the trunnions to remove all cant froJ11
the piece. Two railroad jacks or the crane may be
used to level the carriage, and the cant may be
read from a gunner's quadrant on the designated
surfaces at the forward end of the trails.
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( b) Verify the bubbles of the telescope mount.
(See b above.) .
. (c) Level the mount and adjust the cross-level
Indexes until they match. Inscribe a line across
the segment assembly and cross-leveling worm as-
~~bl~ housing close to the cross-level indexes.
~nls hne will serve as a check on the cross-level
Indexes.

(d) Seat the panoramic telescope in its mount
and make sure there is no play between the tele-
scope' and the socket. If play exists, loosen the
locking screws and tighten the tangent screws of
~he telescope socket enough to hold the telescope,
ut not so much as to groove the locating surfaces

Of the telescope. Tighten the locking screws.
(e) Boresight the piece on a celestial body: a

star, a point of the crescent moon, or the edge
~f the sun will serve equally well. (The sun ~can
e used only if a filter of smoked glass or dark-

ened photographic negative is available.) Place
cross hairs over the witness marks on the end of
~hemuzzle and open the firing lock to permit sight-

, I~g through the obturator spindle vent. Move the
})Iecein traverse and elevation (the elevation must
llot exceed 300 mils, since that is the limit of
lb.ovement of the elevation knob of the panoramic
~elescope) until the tube is accurately centered on
he celestial body. Place the cross hairs in the

, telescope reticle on the same point by means of
the azimuth worm and elevation knobs on the tele-
SCope-the telescope mount must not be thrown
~ut of cross or longitudinal level during this ad-
Justment. In order to eliminate errors arising
from the normal motion of celestial bodies, the
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gunner must have the cross hairs in the telescope
reticle accurately placed on the celestial body ~s
soon as the tube is centered on the celestial bodY'

(I) If the telescope is in adjustment, 'the read'
ing on the azimuth scales will be zero. If the azi,
muth scale and the micrometer scale do not indi,
cate zero deflection and the error is less than 50
mils, adj ust in the following manner: Turn the
azimuth worm knob until the zero of the azimutb
scale is opposite the index. Loosen the three
screws in the azimuth micrometer knob and,
while holding the azimuth worm k.nob, slip the
micrometer scale until the zero is opposite the mi,
crometer index. Tighten the screws and rechec~
the scales for zero readings. Then loosen the tan'
gent locking screws at the front of the telescope
socket and adj ust the tangent screws until the
vertical cross hair is on the proper portion of the
aiming point. Tighten the tangent locking screWS
and recheck. If the error is too great to be cor'
rected in this manner, turn the azimuth worIt1
knob until the vertical cross hair is on the propet
portion of the aiming point. Then adjust the mi,
crometer scale to read zero as above. If the azi,
muth scale does not now read zero, loosen the
four screws on the collar above the scale and sliP
the scale around until the zero is opposite the i)1'

dex. Tighten the screws and recheck.

(g) Depress the howitzer to minimum elev~'
tion and inscribe a line across the rocker and hub
of the telescope mount. When the cross-level il1'
dexes and the ends of the line across the rocket
and hub are matched at some later time, the tele'
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SCOpemount will return to this' same position
With regard to the tube.

(lz) Place an insert over the eyepiece of the
telescope to' eliminate parallax. This may be ac-
Complished by placing a shield in front of the eye-
Piece lens housing. The shield should have an ex-
~Ctly centered hole 1/16 inch in diameter. It may
e held in place with a piece of adhesive tape.

nefer the telescope to the edge of the muzzle and
record the angle. Great care must be taken to
lneasure the angle accurately to the fraction of a
l1lil. The vertical hair of the reticle is brought
froIn the left toward the muzzle until it is just
tangent to the muzzle. The gunner should note
~arefullY the position of the vertical hair so that
e can duplicate its position later.
(2) To aline line of sighting with the tube at:ny later time, it is not necessary to level th'e

rUnnions. With the piece at minimum elevation,
lnatch'the cross-level indexes and the ends of the
~econd reference line. (See (1) (g) above.) Place
he insert in position over the eyepiece and

;efer the telescope to the edge of the muzzle. If
he angle read is the same as the reference angle
determined during the preliminary steps, the tele- .
scope is in adjustment. If the readings differ,
Proceed as indicated in (1) (I) above.

(3) Method No.2. (a) The following preliminary
Settings must be made:

1. Seat the panoramic telescape in its mount
and make sure there is no play between
the telescope and the socket. If play
exists, tighten the tangent screws of
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the telescope socket enough to hold the
telescope but not so much as to grooVe
the locating surfaces of the telescope.

2. Center the longitudinal and cross-level
bubbles of the telescope mount. There
is no necessity for leveling. the car-
riage.

3. Set up and carefully level an aiming circle
15 to 45 yards behind the breech.
minimum distance of 40 yards is pref-
erable, if possible. Set the azimutb
and micrometer scales of the aiming'
circle at zero. .

(b) Two marks for use in boresighting appear
on the howitzer. One is centered on the top of the
muzzle, and one is centered on the breech ring'
approximately 8 inches above the primer seat.

(c) 'By traversing the howitzer and moving the
lower motion of the aiming circle, aline the ver-
tical hair of the aiming circle with the marks
etched on the breech and muzzle of the howitzer.

(d) Turn the upper motion of the aiming circle
until the vertical hair bisects the window of the
panoramic telescope, and read the scales. TurU
the panoramic telescope in azimuth until the ver-
tical hair is on the lens of the aiming circle and
read the deflection. If the two readings agree, the
telescope is in adjustment. If the readings do not
agree, loosen the locking screws of the azimutb
micrometer knob on the telescope and slip the
scale until the correct reading is in line with the
index-; then tighten the locking screws and re-
check .
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(e) If the azimuth scale is out of adjustment
enough to cause confusion in reading deflections
between lOO-mil divisions, the following procedure
Winbe substituted for the adjustment of the azi-
ll1uth micrometer scale described in (d) above.
'rurn the upper motion of tne aiming circle until
the vertical hair bisects the window of the pano-
l'amic telescope. Read the scales on the aiming
circle, and set this reading on the panoramic tele-
scope. Loosen the locking screws which lock the
~angent screws in the telescope socket, and ad-
Just both tangent screws until the vertical hair of
the telescope is on the aiming circle, making sure

,that the telescope still seats firmly in the socket.
'righten the locking screws and recheck. If the
limits of travel of the tangent screws are inade-
qUate to permit. this adjustment, the azimuth
scale must be adjusted by turning the telescope
Until the vertical hair is on the aiming circle, loos-
ening the locking screws in the azimuth microme-
ter knob and on the azimuth scale, and slipping
both scales until the correct readings are obtained.

(f) Throughout boresighting great care must be
eXercised to insure accuracy. The telescope mount
;nd the aiming circle should be carefully leveled.
nserts made of cardboard or heavy paper should
be placed over the eyepieces of the aiming circle
and telescope, with the aiming circle insert having
a vertical slit 1/16 inch wide and %. inch long, and
the telescope insert having a 1/16-inch hole. With,

.the insert in position make a tick-mark on the
edge to coincide with .a mark on the eyepiece, so
that the insert can be placed in the same position
each time it is used. Last motions on all settings
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should always be made in the same direction.
Readings and settings on both the telescope and
the aiming. circle should be made to a fraction of
a mil.

e. To verify elevation quadrant. (lr To verify the
adjustment of the longitudinal level vial, the fol-
lowing preliminary steps are required:

(aJ Obtain an accurately checked gunner'S
quadrant.

(hJ Cross level the howitzer carriage.
(2) Using the gunner's quadrant on the quad-

rant seats on the breech ring, lay the howitzer at
quadrant elevations of 300, 700, and 1100 mils.
At each position, measure the elevation with the
elevation quadrant and record the error. If the
error is. constant for all elevations, proceed as de-
scribed in f below. If the error is not constant for
all elevations, turn the elevation quadrant over
to ordnance maintenance personnel for repair.

f. To adjust elevation quadrant. (1) Elevate the
howitzer to an even elevation (300 mils is conven-
ient), using the gunner's quadrant on the quad-
rant seats of the breech ring.

(2) Cross level the elevation quadrant.
(3) Center the longitudinal bubble of the eleva-

tion quadrant by means of the elevating knob.
(4) The elevation scale should read 300 milS.

If the scale is out of adjustment enough to cause
, confusion in reading the 100-mil graduations, ad-

just as follows:
(aJ Set the elevation and micrometer scales of

the elevation quadrant at 300 mils.
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. (b) Loosen the nut and two screws which clamp
the level bracket, and the two headless screws
which clamp the adjusting screws.

(c) Turn the adjusting screws until the longJ-
tUdinal bubble is accurately centered, and lock the
adjusting screws.

(d) Tighten the. nut and two screws which
clamp the level bracket, being careful not to dis-
tUrb the centering of the. bubble. .

(5) If the elevation scaJe is in adjustment, but
the micrometer scale does not read zero after step
(3) above, proceed as follows:

(a) Loosen the three screws in the end of the
lb.icrometer knob.

( b) Rotate the micrometer scale until the zero
lb.ark is opposite the index.

(c) Tighten the screws, and recheck to see that
the bubbles are still level and the scales correct.

g. To' adjust cross-level vial of elevation quadrant. No
adjustment of the cross~level vial is required, as
any error in elevation resulting from a possible in-
aCcuracy of the cross-level vial would be negli-
gible.

h. To check elevation quadrant for rotational play.
(1) Grasp the quadrant case with both hands at
the rear end above the cross-level knob.

(2) By pulling upward, the quadrant bracket
~nd adapter will rotate slightly toward the muzzle
1f cap screws are loose.

(3) Cross and longitudinally level the elevation
qU.adrant. Record the reading of the elevation mi-
crometer scale.
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(4) Grasp the quadrant above the night ligh~-
ing toggle switch and rotate the case toward the
breech.

'(5) Cross and longitudinally level the quad-
rant. If the reading of the micrometer coincideS
with the reading recorded in (3) above, the quad-
rant has no excessive rotational play.

i. Adjustment to eliminate rotational play. If the read-
ings do not coincide, the following adjustment
must be made:

(1) Remove the four cap screws holding th~
elevation quadrant bracket to the adapter (gun-
ner's quadrant seats machined on top). '.

(2) Remove the elevation quadrant from the
. adapter.

(3) Tighten the four cap screws located in the
center of the adapter.

(4) Assemble the quadrant, making sure all
cap screws are drawn up tight, and recheck as
outlined in h above.
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SECTION XII
SECTION MAINTENANCE DRILL-

83. GENERAL o. Inspection and maintenance are
essential to insure that the howitzer section is
ready to move and to shoot at all times. Section
drill on inspection and maintenance will make the
Work routine, thorough, and fast. This drill is ap-
plicable when the prime mover and the howitzer
are close together.

b. Details on all preventive maintenance serv-
ices are contained in the Technical Manuals of
the particular equipment. The following inspec-
tions and maintenance operations are performed
by the howitzer section:

(1) Before operation.
(2) During march.
(3) )During halt.
(4) Prior to and during firing.
(5) After operation (firing).
(6) Weekly.

c. The outline of duties in the section mainte-
llance drill assigns duties to all members of the
Section. When the section is reduced in strength,
the chief of section will assign duties to insure
that all maintenance steps are completed.
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SECTION XIII
CARE AND MAINTENANCE. OF MATERIEL

90. GENERAL. o. This chapter covers such operaJ
tions in the care and maintenance of the materiell
as may be performed bya battery in the field.

b. Complete instructions for battery main ten.
ance, including disassemblies, are found in the
Technical Manuals and standard nomenclature
lists, especially TM 9-341, TM 9-336, SNL D-31,
and SNL D-33. Operations not covered therein
are the functions of the ordnance maintenance
company.

c. In general, the battery is charged with routine
cleaning, lubricating, and care. For routine care
and maintenance, specific duties are assigne'd to
individuals, squads, or sections, and a careful per.
formance of such duties is necessary.

d. Disassemblies which may be performed in the
battery are the following:

(1) The disassemblies incident to preparing
the piece for firing and for traveling.

(2) Breech and firing mechanism.
(3) Lunettes, wheels, and tires of transport

wagons.

91. CLEANING. o. Dirt and grit accumulated in
traveling, or from the blast of the pie-ce in firing,
settle on the bearing surfaces, and in combination
with the lubricant itself form a cutting compound.
Powder fouling attracts moisture and hastens the
formation of rust. Therefore, at lulls during firing
and immediately after firing, the piece must be
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thoroughly cleaned. At other times it should be
cleaned at intervals depending upon the use and
condition. Dirt on nonbearing surfaces can usual-
ly be removed by water; greasy parts must be
cleaned with dry-cleaning solvent or rifle bore
cleaner applied with a cloth. The procedure in
cleaning the bore and breech mechanism is de-
scribed in TM 9-341 (TM 9-336).

b. A division of duties for members of the how-
itzer squad in routine cleaning and maintenance
is described in paragraph 88.

92. LUBRICATION. Lubrication instructions for the'
howitzer, carriage, and transport wagons are con-
tained in TM 9-341 (TM 9-336).

93. PROTECTION AGAINST CHEMICALS. o. Whenever
chemical attacks are anticipated, cover all un-
painted surfaces with engine oil. Keep propelling
charges, fuzes, and primers in sealed containers,
arid cover projectiles with a paulin.

b. After a gas attack, remove the oil with dry-
cleaning solvent, using cloths attached to sticks.
Decontaminate painted surfaces with a mixture
of equal parts by weight of decontaminating
agent (chloride of lime) and water. If chloride of
lime is not available, use large quantities of hot
water.

c. Unpainted surfaces exposed to vesicant gas
(mustard or lewisite) must be treated with a mix-
ture of 1 part noncorrosive decontaminating agent
and 15 parts solvent (acetylene tetrachloride) by
weight. If these materials are not available, use
warm water and soap. Clean ammunition the
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same way. Caution: .Do not use chloride of lime
near ammunition. Flaming occurs when it touch-
es liquid vesicants. _

d. Unpainted surfaces exposed to /loll'vesicant gas
may be cleaned with solvent or denatured alcohol,
wiped dry, and then coated with oil. (See TM 3-

0220 for more information on decontamination.)

94. RECOIL MECHANISM. Under no conditions will
any dismounting, disassembly, or repair work of
any kind be allowed on any part of the recoil
mechanism except by qualified ordnance person-
nel. The only operations permitted by battery per-
sonnel are those of draining and filling the oil re-
serves and such other operations as are described
in TM 9-341' (TM9-336).

95. EQUILIBRATOR MECHANISM. Under no conditions
will any dismounting, disassembly, or repair work
of any description be allowed on any part of the
equilibrator mechanism except by qualified ord-
nance personnel. The only operations permitted to
ba ttery personnel are those of draining and filling
the system with oil and adjusting the nitrogen
pressure in the pressure tank as described in TM
9-341 (TM 9-336).

96. SIGHTING EQUIPMENT. The sighting equipment
will not stand rough handling or abuse. All instru-
ments must be kept clean and, when not in use,
kept in their cases or covered and protected from
injury. Throw-out mechanisms must be fully dis-
engaged to revent inj ury to the worm and gear
teeth. The using arm is not permitted to disassem-
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ble sighting equipment. Painting is also prohibit-
ed. For lubrication instructions seeTM 9-341
.(TM 9-336) and current lubrication orders. If any
part of the sighting equipment fails to function,
refer it to ordnance personnel.

97. TRANSPORT WAGONS. Care should be exercised
in cleaning, lubricating, and painting of the trans-
port wagons. Lubrication, with its method and
frequency, is shown in TM 9-341 (TM 9-336).

, After assembly or disassembly, especially by the
winch method, the wagons should be inspected for .
damaged, paint, and those parts requiring it
should be retouched. Be sure to keep all moving
and threaded parts of the wagons covered with
lubricant and free from rust. Failure to do this
will result in considerable loss of time during as-
sembling and disassembling operations.
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SECTION XIV
DESTRUCTION OF MATERIEL

98. GENERAL. a. When capture by the enemy is im-
minent, materiel will be destroyed. Such destruc-
tion is a command decision to be carried out only on
authority delegated by the division or higher commander.
All howitzer batteries will prepare plans for de-
stroying their materiel. Plans must be flexible in
the time, equipment, and personnel required.

b. Training will not involve actual destruction
of materiel but will stress:

(1) Materiel will be destroyed only when such
action is necessary in the judgment of the mili-
tary commander concerned. (See a above.)

(2). Sequence laid down for the method select- .
ed will be strictly followed, to insure uniform de-
struction. . ..

(3) The same essential parts will be destroyed on all
weapons or vehicles to prevent the enemy from recon-
structing a complete weapon or vehicle from several dam-
aged ones.

c. Some methods require special tools and equip-
ment not normally items of issue. Special issue of
such items is a command decision. If magneto ex-
ploders are not available, the generator of the
standard field telephone can furnish current for
tetryl electric blasting caps. With nonelectric
blasting caps, at least 5 feet of Bickford safety
fuze must be used to allow personnel to reach
cover. (See FM 5-25 on demolition char~e.s.)

d. Methods are given in order of their effectiveness.
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Use method No. 1 where possible, other methods
in the priority shown.

99. OPTICAL AND FIRE CONTROL EQUIPMENT. Remove
all detachable equipment before destroying the
rest of the weapon. If e'vflcuation is possible} carry de-
tachable items and thoroughly smash nondetachable items.
If evacuation is not possible, thoroughly smash all
optical equipment and burn slide rules, firing ta-
bles, charts, etc.

100. TUBE, BREECH, RECOIL MECHANISM, AND CARRI-
AGE. When simultaneous destruction of all these
items is impossible, as when the howitzer is dis-
assembled for travel, destruction of the tube,
breech, and recoil mechanism will have priority. ..

a. H'owitzer assembled in firing position. (1) Method
No.1. (a) Screw filling and drain valve release into
the filling and drain hole"of the recuperator cylin: ......
del' and puncture the recoil cylinder, allowing re-
coil oil to drain. It is not necessary to wait for the
oil to drain completely before firing the cannon as
described below.

(b) Place an armed (safety pin removed) M6
antitank rocket in the tube from 36 to 42 inches
in front of the forcing cone with the ogive end
toward the rear. An armed M9A1 antitank gren-
ade may be substituted if the rocket is not avail-
able. The grenade or rocket must be centered in
the tube; this is done by means of a wooden
adapter or waste.

(c) Ram an unfuzed round of HE shell into the
forcing cone, insert the maximum propelling
charge and close the breach.
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(d) Fire the piece, from a foxhole at least 100
feet to the rear, about 20 degrees off the line of
fire. Elapsed time: 2 to 3 minutes. Danger zone
500 yards.

(2) Method No.2. Ram an HE shell,into the.
forcing cone and place 120 Ih-pound TNT blocks
behind it in the powder chamber. A sufficient
length of safety fuze should be used to permit
personnel to reach asafety zone or cover. The fuze
may be routed through the vent in the obturator
spindle. Close the breech block and detonate the
TNT charge.

(3) Jl;fethod ~TO. 3. (a) Place 12 unfuzed M14 in-
cendiary grenades, on their sides on top of one
another, in the chamber. Close the breech. Equip

. another incendiary grenade with a I5-second Bick-
ford fuze, ignite, and toss it in the muzzle. The
tube should be elevated as much as possible be-
forehand to aid in getting the grenade to the
breech end. Elapsed time: 3 to 5 minutes.

(h) The metal from the grenades will fuze with
the interior of the breech block, making it impos-
sible to open the breech. This method should be
used only as a last resort; since it will result in no
damage to the carriage.

b. Howitzer and carriage on transport wagons. (1)
Howitzer. Use the same methods described in a .
above.

(2) Carriage. Place' one unfuzed HE shell so that
its base rests.in the front of the false cradle and
the ogive rests on the top of the elevating arc.
Place a Ih-pound block of TNT over the fuze cavi-
ty in the shell. Detonate the TNT block, using de-
tonating cord, tetryl nonelectric caps, and at least
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, 5 feet of safety fuze. Approximately 40 1/2-pound
blocks of TNT may be substituted for the HE
shell.

101. PNEUMATIC. TIRES OF TRANSPORT WAGONS AND
OTHER VEHICLES. Tires must always be destroyed
even when time is lacking to destroy the remain-
der of the wagon or vehicle.

a. Method No. 1. Ignite an M14 incendiary gren-
ade under each tire. If used in conjunction with
carriage or vehicle destruction by explosives, in-
cendiary fires must be well started before charges

, are detonated.
b. Method No.2. Deflate tires. Damage with axe,

pick, or fire from machine gun. Pour gasoline on
tires and ignite.

102. AMMUNITION. a. General. (1) Time usually
will not permit the destruction of all ammunition __
in forward combat zones.

(2) When sufficient time and materials are
available ammunition may be destroyed as indi-

, cated below. At least 30 to 60 minutes will be re-
quired to destroy adequately the ammunition
carried by combat units. .

(3) In general, the safety precautions outlined
in TM 9-1900 should be followed whenever pos-
sible. .

b. Projectiles. Projectiles should be stacked hori-
zontally with ogive ends pointing in the same di-
rection. Screw a fuze into the center shell of the
top row of each pile. Pack a detonating cap, with
fuze, next to the fuze in each such center shell,
and detonate. The danger zone is at least 200
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yards. Shells standing on their bases cannot be
satisfactorily destroyed by sympathetic detona-
tion.

c. Propelling charges and bulk explosives. Separate-
loading propelling charges and bulk explosives can
best be destroyed by burning. This is most effec-
tively accomplished when they are o'ut of their
containers or when the containers 'are split.

103. VEHICLES. a. Method No.1. (Time. 1 to 2 min-
utes, with charges prepared in advance and car-
ried in vehicle.) If prepared charges are carried
in the vehicle, keep fuzes and caps separated from

Vehicle

Heavy tractor,
M6

Passenger cars

Trailers

Trucks

228

Pounds
TNT

2

2

2

1

1
1

2

2

2

Where placed

Against center of each engine
block at base of distributor
shaft.

At the flange joining transmis-
sion and differential housing.

On top of track a.t midpoint.
On each bogie suspension as-

sembly.

Left sitle of engine block.
Rear of cylinder block on clutch

housing. On v-types, between
cylinder banks at rear of en-
gine.

Over axle inside each wheel.

Top of clutch housing. Open
hood to place charge properly.

Left side of engine, low as pos-
sible.



'charges until used. Remove and empty fire extin-
guishers. Puncture fuel tanks. Place TNT charges
as indicated in the table on p. 228. Insert tetryl
non-electric caps with at least 5 feet of safety fuze
in each charge. Ignite the fuzes and take cover.

b. Method No.2. (Time: 5 to 8 minutes.) Remove'
and empty fire extinguishers. Puncture fuel tanks.
Open all doors and hatches .. Fire on vehicle with
artillery, rockets or grenades. Aim at engine, sus-
pension, and armament in that order. If a good
fire is started, vehicle may be considered de-
stroyed.

c. Method No.3. Choose appropriate variation-
(1) When vehicle contains enough fuel to in-

sure rapid burning, use small. arms fire or pioneer
tools to' puncture in sequence: crankcase oil pan,
radiator tank and core, and oil filter. Start engine
and let it race with hand throttle open full. Re-'
move and empty fire extinguishers. Puncture bot~"o-
tom of gasoline tank and drench tires, cargo, cab
interior, and engine with gasoline, in order named.
Ignite fuel from windward side. (Time: 15 to 45
minutes.)

(2) Puncture with small arms fire or pioneer
tools; in sequence: crankcase oil pan, radiator
tank and core, oil filter, and tires. Start engine
and let it race with hand throttle open full. (Time:
5 to 12 minutes.)

(3) With pioneer tools or rifle butt smash or
puncture in sequence: distributor cap and hous-
ing, ignition coil, carburetor, intake and exhaust
manifolds, fuel pump, radiator tank and core, bat-
tery, and fuel tank. If flame and smoke will give
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no information to enemy, ignite fuel. (Time:. 31

to 5 minutes.)
d. Method No.4. Drive to edge of bluff or ravine,

let engine race, and push vehicle over edge. For
more thorough destruction, smash additional ve-
hicles onto same pile at bottom.

Note. Whenever practicable,' execute the following de-
struction before proceeding with other methods of destruc-
tion: Smash or puncture generator, sta,rting motor, dis-
tributor cap and housing, ignition coil, fuel pump, fuel
tank, crankcase oil pan, radiator tank and core, battery,
and carburetor.
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